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PREFACE.

THIS
work has been compiled with a view of

enabling recherche little Anglo-French dinners

for six or eight to be easily prepared by an English

plain cook, and I hope it will supply what I have

long felt to be a real need.

All the recipes have been repeatedly used in my own

household, and I have chiefly aimed in making them

practical, inexpensive, and as free from troiible as is

compatible with the ordinary demands of good cooking.

If the directions given for the prepai-ation of each dish be

carefully and closely adhered to, I can guarantee complete

and invariable success.

E. DE R.

2000571
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liittle French Dinners.

x I.

CONSOMME REFOEME.

BOUCHEES DE EI8 D'AGNEAU.

FILET DE BCETTF A LA NAPOLITAINB.

EPINABDS A. LA CEEME.

PUDDING A LA GITANA.

Consomme Reforme (Soup with "Reforme" Gar-

nisli). Put into a saucepan a pound of knuckle of

veal, a piece of lean bacon, and, if possible, some
fowl bonee, with five to six pints of second stock, and
salt to taste. Let this boil up, and then, having removed

all scum, add the necessary vegetables, and when it has

boiled up once more put the saucepan at the side of the

stove to simmer for three or four hours. Then strain

through a clean napkin, and, if necessary, clarify with the

whites and shells of two eggs. In the meantime cut from
some cooked breast of chicken and from some cooked ox

tongue an equal quantity of Julienne-like strips about one-

eighth of an inch wide and two inches in length. Cut
some truffles in similar strips, and put them all in a sauce-

pan with sufficient cold stock to well cover them. Bring
to the boil, then strain, and place the strips of chicken, &c.

B
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at the bottom of the soup tureen ; pour on them as much
of the above stock as is wanted for soup, and serve.

(For recipe for Consomme, see p. 60).

Boucliees de ris d'agnean (Patties of Lamb's

Sweetbreads). Roll out some puff paste to the thickness of

a quarter of an inch. Cut out of it a dozen rounds with a

fluted cutter one inch and a quarter in diameter and place

them on a baking-sheet. Roll out the remainder of the

paste to about half the thickness, and with the same

cutter stamp out a similar quantity of rounds. Moisten

the edges of the circles of paste on the tin with a little

water, and on the top of them place carefully the rounds of

paste that were rolled out last, but before doing so mark
in each of these latter a circle about one-sixth of an inch

deep with a plain cutter about half the size of the one

previously used. Brush over each bouchee with white of

egg and bake them in a brisk oven for about eight minutes.

Then carefully remove the lids with the point of a knife,

scoop out the soft paste inside and fill them with lambs'

sweetbreads previously pi-epared as follows : Soak some
lamb's sweetbreads for an hour in salt water, then put them
into a saucepan on the fire, bring the water to the boil, and

let the sweetbreads simmer for about ten minutes, after

which lay them in some cold water. When cold trim them

neatly, and cut them up into rather small pieces, and put
them into a stewpan with enough white stock to cover them
well. Let them stew gently for about three-quarters of an

hour, then strain off nearly all the stock, and add to it an

ounce of butter which has been well mixed with half an ounce
of flour. Stir on the fire for about ten minutes, then strain,

and add the yolks of one or two eggs, a few button mush-

rooms, and lastly the pieces of sweetbread. Let the whole

simmer for about ten minutes, and finish with a few drops of

lemonjuice, addingpepperand salt if necessary. Havingfilled
the bouchees, which should be kept hot in the screen, replace

the lids, and serve as hot as possible on a folded napkin.
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Filet de boeuf a la Napolitaine (Fillet of Beef

with Macaroni) Take a fillet of beef, trim it neatly,

and lay it in a pie dish with an onion cut in slices,

two bay leaves, a sprig of parsley, whole pepper and

salt, and pour plenty of olive oil over it. Let the

fillet lie in this marinade for at least six hours, turning it

over occasionally. Then roast it at a brisk fire, let it be

rather underdone, and serve surrounded with macaroni

cooked as follows : Put into a saucepan three parts of a

sixpenny bottle of French tomato conserve, an ounce and

a half of butter, two or three spoonfuls of good gravy, and

pepper and salt to taste. Bring to the boil, simmer for a

few minutes, then add, a little at a time, some round macaroni,

Zita, which has been previously boiled in salted water for

twenty-five minutes and thoroughly drained. Toss all

gently together and mix in at the last three tablespoonfuls
of grated Parmesan cheese.

Epinards a la Creme (Spinach with Cream). Pick

and wash three pounds of spinach and put it in a large

saucepan, rather more than half full of boiling water,

with a little salt. At the end of twelve minutes, take

the saucepan off the fire and put the spinach into cold

water. Then take it up a handful at a time, and,

having squeezed out all the water from it, pass it

through a hair sieve. When this is done, put the spinach
into a clean saucepan with two ounces of butter, and pepper
and salt to taste, and let it cook slowly, stirring it occasion-

ally for about a quarter of an hour. Lastly, add two or

three tablespoonfuls of cream, mix well and serve piled up
in the centre of the dish and surrounded with fried croutons

of bread.

Pudding a la Gitana (Gitana Pudding). Spread some

sponge fingers (Savoy biscuits) with some apricot jam, which

has been slightly warmed and passed through a sieve. About
six ounces will be sufficient. Put four single layers of these

B 2
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biscuits in a round china souffle dish, about seven inches in

diameter and two to three inches deep, and pour on them
a hot custard made with the yolks of five eggs, a pint of

milk, a few drops of vanilla essence and sugar to taste.

Leave the biscuits to soak in the custard for two or three

hours, then put the dish in the oven, and when the whole is

thoroughly warmed through, cover the surface entirely with

the whites of the eggs whisked to a stiff froth, heaping it

up as high as possible. Put the dish back in the oven till

the surface is a golden brown, then serve immediately.

MENU X IL

POTAGE PTTREE DE COTJRGES.

TRANCHES DE SATJMON ; SAUCE PIQUANTE.

COTELETTES DE MOUTON A LA GELEE.

BECASSES A LA CELESTIN.

"OMELETTE AIT PARMESAN.

Fotage Pur6e de Courges (Vegetable Marrow Soup).
Cut into four pieces a moderate-sized vegetable marrow,
remove the seeds and peel the pieces. Boil them in about a

quart of ordinary white stock well freed from fat, till they are

thoroughly done, and then pass the marrow through a fine

hair sieve. Melt one ounce of fresh butter in a saucepan,
and thoroughly mix with it on the fire half a tablespoonful of

flour, add gradually the vegetable marrow pulp with the

stock in which it was boiled, season with white pepper, salt,

and a grate of nutmeg, and keep stirring the soup on the

fire for quite ten minutes ;
at the last, stir in three penny-

worth of cream. Let the soup boil up, and serve with

small dice of fried bread.
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Tranches de Sanmon, Sauce Piquante (Salmon
with Sharp Sauce). Take two slices of salmon not

quite an inch in thickness and lay them in a marinade

composed of oil, salt, lemon juice and herbs, for an

hour or so. Then place the slices of salmon on the

gridiron, which should be previously well oiled, and

broil them carefully over a moderate, but very clear, fire.

Serve with the following sauce in a boat : Peel and chop

up very finely some shallots
;
of these, take a tablespoonful

and a half and put them in a saucepan with salt, pepper, a

little grated nutmeg, one ounce of butter, and two table-

spoonfuls or more of French vinegar. Stir over the fire

till the vinegar is reduced, which will be shown by the

butter becoming clear. Then mix in about half an ounce

of flour, stir well and add gradually three-quarters of a

pint of fish stock ; let the sauce boil slowly for half an

hour, skimming it occasionally. Then strain, add a small

quantity of chopped pickled gherkins with pepper and salt

if necessary, and a few drops of colouring. Bring to the

boil and it is ready.

Cdtelettes de Mouton a la Gel6e (Mutton Cutlets

in Jelly). Take some mutton cutlets and braise them,

untrimmed, on a bed of carrots, turnips, onions, and
the usual flavouring. When done, take them out

and put them under a weight between two plates

to get cold, then neatly trim the cutlets and dip

them in warm savoury jelly, well flavoured with tarragon

vinegar. When the jelly has set, repeat the operation a

second time if necessary, Serve round a heap of watercress

and hand at the same time a Potato Salad prepared
as follows : Take some small German potatoes, boil them
and skin them, and when they are half cold, cut them
into slices and heap them up in the centre of a salad bowl,

previously rubbed with shallot or garlic. Then mix

together in a basin three tablespoonfuls of good salad oil,

one of tarragon vinegar, one of good white stock, a little
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grated onion, black pepper, and salt to taste ; pour
the mixture over the potatoes, toss them well for five

minutes and sprinkle on the surface some chopped

tarragon. Put the salad away in a cool place for at least

two hours.

Becasses a la Celestin (Woodcocks a la Celestin).

Roast a brace of woodcocks ; put the trail that

has dropped from them with some gravy into a

saucepan, adding pepper, salt, the juice of half a

lemon and a liqueur glass of brandy. Let this sauce

reduce on the fire. Meanwhile, mince finely the insides of

the birds with a slice of bacon, add pepper, salt, and lemon

juice, and put this mince on buttered croutons of bread.

Carve the birds neatly, arrange them on a dish, make the

sauce boiling hot, pour it over the birds, and serve as hot

as possible with the croutons round them.

Omelette an Parmesan (Cheese Omelet). Break
from four to six eggs in a basin, add salt and pepper
to taste, a tablespoonful of milk and two or three

heaped tablespoonfuls of grated Parmesan cheese. Beat

the mixture for a minute, put a small piece of butter in

the omelet pan and when very hot pour in the eggs.
As the mixture begins to set, lift it up with a small

slice to let the uncooked liquid part run in its place and

keep the omelet as much as possible towards the centre of

the pan (i.e. do not let it spread out too thin, especially
when using rather a large pan) ; the omelet will only take a

minute or two to cook and the underneath part should be a

golden brown and the surface very soft and slightly liquid.

Directly it is sufficiently set slip the omelet from the pan
into a warm dish, letting it roll over as you do so, so that

it will assume its ordinary folded shape. Serve immediately.
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MENU, IIL

POTAGB GERMINY.

MERLANS AU VIN BLANC.

LONGB D'AGNEATT A LA BERTHIER.

(Burs FARCIS AUX ANCHOIX.

BEIGNETS A LA DANOISE.

Fotage Germiny (Sorrel Soup) . The day before the soup
is wanted, prepare the following stock : Put into a saucepan
two pounds of knuckle of veal, a small piece of lean bacon, if

possible some fowl bones, salt to taste, and four to five

pints of cold water. Let this boil up, and then, having

carefully removed all scum, add three carrots, two turnips,

a leek, an onion, a bouqiiet garni, two or three cloves, and

some whole pepper. Let it all boil up once more, skim

again, and put the saucepan at the side of the stove to

simmer for about three hours. Then strain, and when
cold remove all superfluous fat. The next day cut up into

thin Julienne-like strips, four ounces of son-el and a few

lettuce leaves, put them into a stewpan with two ounces

of salt butter, and stir them well for about ten minutes,

adding also a little white pepper and a grate of nutmeg.
Then add a sufficiency of the above stock, bring to the boil,

and afterwards let the soup simmer by the side of the

stove for half an hour. At the time of serving, strain into

the soup tureen the yolks of two eggs mixed with three

tablespoonfuls of cream. Then add the soup gradually,

stirring quickly the whole time.

Merlans an vin blanc (Whiting with White

Wine). Take some fillets of whiting, trim them

neatly, season them with pepper and salt, and lay

them in a buttered baking-tin. Pour into the tin as

much white stock and French white wine (not sherry), in.
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equal parts, as will just cover the fish ; add a few mush-

rooms, a blade of mace, and a couple of shallots cut in half.

Cover the tin with a buttered paper and put it in the oven

for ten to fifteen minutes. Meanwhile mix up in a sauce-

pan on the fire for a minute or two a heaped tablespoonful
of flour, and an ounce of butter, then stir into it as much
of the liquor in which the fillets have been cooked as will

make enough sauce ;
stir this for fully five minutes on the

fire, and at the last minute mix in, off the fire, the yolks of

one or two eggs beaten up with a little cold water. Dish

up the fillets, which should be lifted out of the tin with a

slice, and pour the sauce over them.

Longe d'agnean a la Berthier (Loin of Lamb
a la Berthier). Choose a nice loin of lamb, remove all

unnecessai-y fat, and roast the joint at a fairly brisk

fire, basting it frequently the whole time. Just before

it is done, sprinkle it with salt and serve surrounded

by the following garnish : Boil a quantity of young
artichoke bottoms in salted water, or preserved ones may
be used when the fresh are not in season. Prepare a

jardiniere with carrots and turnips cut to the size of peas,

haricot beans, or French beans, peas, etc., all separately
boiled. Mix these together in a saucepan with a little

white sauce previously prepared and with a small quantity
of glaze. Fill all the artichoke bottoms with a little heap
of this jardiniere and they are ready. Hand round at the

same time potatoes cooked as follows :

Fetits choux de pommes de terre. Boil some

potatoes, drain away all water, steam for a few

minutes and rub them through a wire sieve into

a large basin. Add to them one or two ounces

of butter, salt and pepper to taste, and sufficient milk

to make them into rather a stiff paste. Having
worked them well with a large fork, and when they are

quite smooth, take up small portions of the potatoes and
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fashion them into the shape of balls and lay them on a

greased baking sheet ; make some much smaller balls and

lay them on the top of the larger ones, somewhat in

imitation of miniature cottage loaves. When all are done,

beat up an egg with a little milk and brush over the

potatoes with it. Place the tin at once in a good oven till

the potatoes are of a light brown colour, then serve

immediately.

(Eufs farcis anx anchoix (Eggs Stuffed with

Anchovies). Boil some eggs quite hard, remove the

shells and cut the eggs in half lengthwise. Take out

the yolks and then having as many anchovies as there

are eggs, bone and skin them and pound them with

the yolks in a mortar, adding a good-sized piece of butter, a

grate of nutmeg and pepper and salt to taste. Fill each

half egg with this mixture, put them in a tin in the oven to

get thoroughly hot and serve on oval pieces of bread fried

in butter.

Beignets a la Danoise (Danish Fritters). Take

two ounces of butter, one ounce of sugar, quarter
of a pound of flour, half a pint of cream and five

eggs. Beat the butter to a cream, then add the

sugar and the flour very gradually. When all has been

added, put in the eggs one by one, beating the mixture

thoroughly before adding each egg ;
add lastly the cream,

stir it very gently and do not beat the mixture any more.

Have ready a large pan of boiling fat and drop into it

heaped teaspoonfuls of the batter, which will quickly form

themselves into the shape of a ball. As each one turns a

light golden brown, lift it out carefully and place it on a

sieve to drain at the mouth of the oven. When all are

ready, serve on a hot dish with plenty of caster sugar

sprinkled over them.
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MENU* IV*

CONSOMME ATT CBLERI.

SOLE FABCIE AU FOUR.

PERDREAUX AUX CHAMPIGNONS.

PETITS Pois i LA PAYSANNE.

GATEAU DE NOISETTES. SAUCE SABATONNE.

Consomme an Celeri (Celery Soup). Take the giblets

of two chickens, i.e., the feet, neck, gizzard, and liver.

Cleanse them all thoroughly, scalding the feet, and put them

into a saucepan with three-quarters of a pound of knuckle of

veal, a piece of lean bacon, four to five pints of second

stock, and salt to taste. Let this come slowly to the boil

and then, having removed all scum, add two heads of

celery, a carrot, an onion, a turnip, some parsley, three or

four cloves, and some whole pepper. Bring to the boil

once more, and then let the whole simmer gently for four

hours. Strain through a clean napkin, clarify if necessary
with the whites and shells of one or two eggs, and remove

all fat when cold. The next day cut some celery into small

round pieces with a round cutter, and boil them in a little

stock with a small piece of butter. When quite tender,

strain them on a sieve and place them in a saucepan with

as much of the above consomme as is wanted for soup.

Let the whole boil for five minutes and then serve.

Sole Farcie an Four (Sole Stuffed and Baked).
Take a breakfasteupful of breadcrumbs, three ouncea

of butter, some chopped parsley and tan-agon, and half-

a-dozen chives chopped up finely (or an onion may be

used instead). Soak the breadcrumbs in milk and mil

them with all the other ingredients ; add pepper and
salt to taste and lay the stuffing in a well-buttered

dish that will stand the fire. On the top of this,
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place a large lemon sole, weighing from two to three

pounds, sprinkle the surface of the fish with fine baked

breadcrumbs, and on the top of them put some small

pieces of butter and a sprinkling of pepper and salt. Put the

dish in a moderate oven for about half an hour. Take out

the fish when it is done, being careful not to break it, and

place it on the dish on which it is going to be served. Then

split the sole lengthwise with a sharp knife, skilfully

remove the bone and put the stuffing in its place. Serve

as hot as possible.

Ferdreanx aux Champignons (Stewed Partridges
with Mushrooms). Take a punnet and a half of mush-

rooms they should be as small as possible peel them

carefully, cut off the stalks and cook them over a

slow fire with two ounces of butter and pepper and salt

for about ten minutes, shaking the saucepan frequently.

When the mushrooms are done, put them aside to get cold

and stuff three partridges with them. Lay the birds in

a stewpan just large enough to hold them with some butter,

and when they are browned, take them out for a few

minutes, and mix well with the butter two ounces of flour ;

add, by degrees, half a glass of white wine and three-

quarters of a pint of stock. Then put the partridges back

and let them cook slowly in this sauce with about a dozen

mushrooms chopped. When they are done, serve with the

sauce (well reduced) poured over the partridges and potatoes
in a vegetable dish, cooked in the following manner:

Fonun.es Lorettes. Peel half a dozen good sized po-

tatoes, steam them till they are quite dry and floury,

then rub them through a wire sieve and return them to the

saucepan in which two ounces of butter have been melted.

Stir over the fire with a wooden spoon, then add a little

cream or milk, and when the potatoes have become quite

dry, keep on adding more cream, a small quantity at a

time. Substitute a large fork for the spoon and beat the

potatoes vigorously with it till they are quite light and
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smooth ; a gill of cream or milk will be sufficient, but the

potatoes must be dry and stiff. On arriving at this point,

add pepper, salt, and a grate of nutmeg to taste, and lastly,

the yolks of two eggs ;
stir well for a minute or two at the

side of the fire, then turn the potatoes out into a basin. In

the meantime, whisk the white of a good-sized egg to a

stiff froth, take up a small portion of the potato mixture

(about as much as would go to form a croquette), roll it

into a ball, dip it into the white of egg and then lightly

dust it with flour, taking care that it retains its shape.
When all the potato has been treated in this fashion, place
as many of the balls, thus formed, in the frying basket as

it will conveniently hold, and plunge it in boiling fat until

the potatoes are a light golden brown, then drain them

thoroughly, put them at the mouth of the oven on a piece
of paper to keep hot, and repeat the operation till all are

done.

Fetits Fois a la Faysanne (Peas a la Paysanne).
Take some bottled green peas or fresh ones when pro-

curable, put them in a saucepan on the fire with plenty
of butter, stirring them frequently. Take one or two
thin rashers of streaky bacon, cut these in very email

dice, the same size as the peas, and toss them in fresh

butter in a small saucepan on the fire. When they
are well fried, mix them with the peas and let the two finish

cooking together, seasoning according to taste with pepper
and salt.

Gateau de Noisettes (Nut Cake). Put into a basin the

yolks of six eggs and a quarter of a pound of caster sugar,
beat these well together for fifteen minutes, then add, gradii-

ally ,
the following ingredients, all of which must be previously

ground : quarter of a pound of Barcelona nuts, one ounce
of almonds, two cloves, and five beans of whole coffee.

Beat all thoroughly together for another fifteen minutes
;

then whip the whites of the eggs to a very stiff froth and
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add them to the mixture. Bake in a buttered mould in a

moderate oven for about forty minutes. Serve the cake

either hot or cold with the following sauce :

Sauce Sabayonne. Mix thoroughly together in a

basin the yolks of five eggs, one whole egg, five ounces of

caster sugar, a teaspoonful of potato flour, the juice of two

lemons, and three-quarters of a pint of Madeira or Hock.

Strain into a saucepan and beat up with a whisk over the

fire, till the mixture thickens and is quite frothy.

MENU, V,

POTAQE CRECY A LA MODERNS.

FILETS DE BARBUE A LA ZAVIK.

ESCALOPES DE BCEUF ROSSINI. POMMES ANNA.

TOMATES A LA VICTORIA.

Riz A LA CANNELLE. COMPOTE D'ABRICOTS.

Fotage Crecy a la Moderne (Carrot Soup). Put one

ounce and a half of butter in a stewpan and when melted,

add sixmedium sized carrots cut in slices with pepper and salt

to taste. Fry these for about five minutes, then add two or

three small onions sliced, and continue to fry both vege-

tables for five minutes longer. Then add three pints of

water in which a teaspoonful of good extract of meat has

been dissolved, a small bay leaf, a piece of celery, parsley,

thyme, and three medium sized potatoes. Let these all

simmer until the carrots are quite soft, then pass the whole

through a hair sieve. Stir well together, return to the

saucepan, let the whole boil up once more, and then serve

with fried croutons of bread, to be handed on a separate

plate.
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Filets de Barbue a la Zavir (Fillets of Brill with

Watercress Sauce). Cut the flesh from a moderate

sized brill into fillets like fillets of soles, nearly as

possible of a size. Trim them neatly and lay them in a

buttered tin
; sprinkle them with pepper and salt, put a

sheet of buttered paper over them and put them aside.

Then take a bunch of watercress, remove the stalks, and put
the leaves into a saucepan with about a pint of milk, a

pinch of salt, and a tiny piece of soda. Let it boil tip two

or three times, and when the watercress is quite tender,

drain and press out all the moisture, chop it up, mix with

it one ounce of butter, and pass it through a hair sieve.

Afterwards, chop the stalks, pound them in a mortar, pass
them also through the sieve, and add the juice to the water-

cress butter on a plate. Then fry one ounce of butter with

the same quantity of flour and add to it, gradually, three-

quarters of a pint of the milk the watercress was boiled in
;

let the sauce boil, strain, and mix well with it the water-

cress butter, etc. ;
strain once more into a saucepan and

place it at the side of the stove. Put the tin containing
the fish into the oven for twelve minutes, and when done,

arrange the fillets in a circle on a dish and pour over them

the sauce as hot as possible. The addition of a spoonful of

cream at the last moment is a great improvement.

Escalopes de Bceuf Rossini (Collops of Beef with

Foie Gras). Cut a tender fillet of beef into eight neat

slices or "escalopes"; beat them lightly with a cutlet

bat and trim them in oval pieces about three inches

across and three-quarters of an inch thick. Season

them with pepper and salt and cook them in butter in a

saute pan over a brisk fire for about three minutes and a

half on each side. Then brush over each "
escalope

"
with

warm glaze and place them on croutons of bread, cut the

same size, and previously fried in butter. On the top of

each "
escalope

" now lay a thin slice of foie gras with a

slice of truffle in the centre ; arrange them in an entree
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dish, mask them lightly with the following sauce, previously

prepared, and garnish with the truffle trimmings : Cut

a carrot and an onion in slices, add to them a shallot

minced, a rasher of bacon cut in dice, some parsley, a sprig

of thyme, some cloves, whole pepper to taste, and fry all till

brown in two ounces of butter. Then stir in one ounce of

finely sifted flour, and when cooked, add gradually about

three-quarters of a pint of good brown stock and a spoonful
of French tomato conserve; let the sauce boil for ten

minutes, then strain into another saucepan and let it

simmer by the side of the fire for half an hour. Add salt

if necessary, boil up again and flavour with a dash of

Marsala. Hand round at the same time

Pommes de Terre Anna. Plentifully butter a saute

pan or a round baking tin with fresh butter. Pack closely

in this a quantity of slices of raw potatoes cut of equal

thickness, seasoning with salt and a little pepper after each

layer. When the pan is full, put a few pieces of butter on

the top, cover the pan and put it into a brisk oven. When
the potatoes are done, turn them into a dish and serve at

once. They should come out like a cake and be crisp

outside and soft within.

Tomates a la Victoria (Stuffed Tomatoes). Cut
the tops off and hollow out the insides of some
nice round tomatoes. Dress a small quantity of salad,

broken up in small pieces, with oil and vinegar in the

proportion of three to one, and a seasoning of

pepper and salt, and fill each tomato with the salad.

Then stone some olives and fill them with anchovy butter,

made by pounding and rubbing through a fine hair sieve an

ounce of anchovies mixed with an ounce of butter. Put

one olive in the centre of each tomato, sprinkle each with

chopped capers and parsley and serve.

Riz a la Caiinelle (Rice with Cinnamon). Put six

ounces of rice into a tinned copper saucepan containing
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a pint of boiling water
;

let it cook fairly fast over

a brisk fire until all the water is absorbed. Then add

by degrees, a little at a time, a pint and a half

of milk, and let the rice cook very slowly indeed at

the side of the stove for about four hours, or until the

rice is quite tender. Add then some caster sugar to taste,

let it cook for ten minutes longer and put it away in a cool

place. When half cold add the contents of a small jar of

Cornish cream, slightly whisked
;
mix all together and turn

the rice into a silver dish ; sprinkle the surface all over

with powdered cinnamon and put the dish on ice until

wanted.

Compote d'Ataricots (Compote of Apricots). Pare

some ripe apricots, cut them in half, remove the

stones, and put them into a boiling syrup, made
with half a pint of water and six ounces of sugar;
add some of the kernels blanched and skinned, and
lemon juice to taste. Let the apricots simmer in the syrup

very gently indeed until they are quite tender, then drain

them, arrange them on the dish on which they are going to

be served, reduce the syrup, pour it over the apricots and

place the dish on one side to get quite cold. Tinned

apricots may be used instead of the fresh ones.
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MENU* VL
POTAOE A LA TABTUFE.

PAT.ATS DE BCEUF A LA SAUCE TOMATE.

FAISANS ROTIS. SALADE DE CELEBI BAVE.

BOUCHEES DE VEBMICELLE.

MOUSSE A L'OBANOE.

Fotage a la Tartufe (Puree of Chicken). Take

the remnants of one or two fowls which have been

plainly roasted, and after having removed all skin, put
the meat in a stewpan with a few vegetables (not cut

up) and three or four pints of water. Bring to the

boil, add three or four slices of crumb of bread, and

leave it to simmer for about four hours. Then remove the

vegetables and pass the pieces of fowl and the bread

through a hair sieve into a large basin. When all has been

passed through, add the rest of the liquor or so much as

will make the soup of the desired consistency, with pepper
and salt, a grate of nutmeg, and sufficient

"
spinach green-

ing
"
to colour the soup a pale green. Then cut out some

carrots and turnips into the shape of peas, fry them in

butter with pepper and salt till they begin to take colour,

then finish cooking them in a small quantity of stock.

Bring the soup to the boil, add a gill of cream, put in the

above vegetables and serve at once. N.B. The quantity
of crumb of bread used to thicken this soup will vary

according to the amount of flesh there is on the chicken

bones.

Palais de Bcenf a la Sauce Tomate (Ox-Palates

with Tomato Sauce). Wash a couple of ox-palates

in two or three waters the day before they are wanted,

put them into a saucepan half full of cold water, let

them boil up once or twice, then drain off the water

c
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and skin them; afterwards put them into a clean

saucepan with just enough cold water to cover them, add

one or two carrots, a turnip, an onion, a little parsley, any
other vegetables, etc., near at hand, and pepper and salt to

taste, and let them simmer for six hours. Then strain off

the liquor into a basin, press the palates between two

dishes with a weight on the top of them, and let them

remain there for twelve hours. When they are wanted, cut

them out with a sharp cutter into rounds about two inches

and a half in diameter, and prepare the following sauce :

Make a brown roux with one ounce of butter and half an

ounce of flour, add a teacupful of the liquor the palates

were boiled in, a teaspoonful of good extract of meat

and about half a sixpenny bottle of French tomato

conserve, not forgetting pepper and salt. Let the sauce

boil gently for ten or fifteen minutes, add a little colouring
if necessary, then strain into another saucepan on to the ox

palates, let the whole simmer for about twenty minutes

and then serve with the sauce poured over the palates.

Mashed potatoes may accompany if liked.

Faisana Rdtis (Roast Pheasants). Take one or two

pheasants that have been well hung and trussed for roasting ;

tie a piece of fat bacon over the breast of each bird and roast

them at a moderate fire for thirty-five to forty minutes,

basting them well the whole time. Serve with baked bread-

crumbs round the dish, and hand at the same time the

following salad :

Salade de Celeri Have (Celeriac Salad). Peel some

roots of celeriac, cut them in slices, throw them into

boiling salted water, and boil them till quite tender. Then
drain them and pour over them a salad di-essing composed
of six tablespoonfuls of salad oil, two of tarragon vinegar,

a little English mustard, and pepper and salt to taste.

Sprinkle on the surface some finely chopped tan-agon and

put the salad away in a cool place till wanted.
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Bonchles de Vermicelle (Patties of Vermicelli).

Make some small patties of puff pastry beforehand,

and when they are wanted, warm them in the oven

and fill them with vermicelli prepared as follows :

Boil two or three ounces of fine vermicelli in plenty
of boiling salted water. When cooked it will take

about ten minutes drain it well and put it in a

saucepan in which has been melted an ounce or more

of butter. Toss well over the fire, then add a gill of hot

cream with pepper and salt to taste, and lastly, about an

ounce and a half of freshly grated Parmesan cheese. Let

the whole get very hot and it is ready.

Mousse a 1'Orange. Beat six eggs and six ounces of

caster sugar well together with a wooden spoon, then add

gradually six ounces of finely sifted flour, and lastly, three

ounces of butter just liquefied, but not made at all hot.

Mix thoroughly, adding at the last a quarter of an ounce

of bitter almonds and three-quarters of an ounce of sweet

almonds, well pounded, and the grated rind of half an orange.
Butter a round cake mould about two or three inches deep,

pour in the well-beaten mixture, and bake in a moderate

oven. When done, turn the cake out, bottom uppermost,
on to a sieve. In the meantime, put into a saucepan two

ounces of sugar, the juice of two oranges, and enough
water to make a quarter of a pint of liquid altogether. Let

the whole boil until it is a thick syrup. Then cut the cake

in half, transversely, and brush over the inside of each

piece with the syrup, and on the top of each half make a

layer, rather less than one-eighth of an inch thick, of

apricot jam, slightly melted and passed through a hair

sieve. Put the cake together again, brush over the outside

with the syrup and glaze the whole with liquefied apricot

jam, using a flat brush for the purpose. The outside of the

cake may, if liked, be ornamented with pieces of candied

orange peel.

c 2
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-YIL
POTAGE PRINTANIER.

ESCALOPES DE CABILLAUD. SAUCE PORTTJGAISE.

C&TELETTE8 D'AGNEAU AUX POMMES NOUVELLES.

ARTICHAUTS A L'HUILE.

CRME DE MARRONS.

Potage Priiitanier (Spring Soup). Take tliree carrots,

two turnips, and two leeks, and after having washed them

well, cut them out in small rounds about the size of a three-

penny piece. Melt two ounces of butter or dripping in a

saucepan, and in this fry the vegetables with a sprinkling of

salt, putting in the carrots first, till they are a light golden
colour. Then put in a clean saucepan the required amount
of clear soup, and add to it the prepared vegetables, bring
to the boil, and let the soup simmer till the vegetables are

quite done. Half-an-hour before the soup is served add

some lettuce leaves, also cut out in rounds and previously

parboiled in salted water. Skim the soup, season, and serve

very hot.

Escalopes de Cabillaud, Sauce Fortugaise (CoUops
of Cod, Portuguese Sauce). Take a piece of cod weighing
about two pounds, and cut it into fillets or collops about

two inches square ; lay them in a well-buttered tin, put a

piece of butter on each collop, cover the tin with buttered

paper, and put it in the oven for about twenty minutes.

For the sauce, put two ounces and a half of butter in a

saucepan to melt with a gill of hot water, salt and pepper to

taste, and a teaspoonful of lemon-juice. Beat up the yolks
of four eggs in a basin with a fork for about ten minutes.

Pour some of the hot water and butter, a spoonful at a time,

into the basin containing the eggs, stirring well all the

while. Whan half-a-dozen spoonfuls have been so added,
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turn out the contents of the basin into the saucepan con-

taining the butter, etc., and never cease stirring on the fire

until the sauce thickens. Then dish up the fish, remove

the skin and pour the sauce over.

Cdtelettes d'Agneau aux Ponimes Nouvelles

(Lamb Cutlets with New Potatoes). Trim the cutlets

neatly, and grill them over a clear bright fire, sprinkle them
with fine pepper and salt, and dish them in a circle with

some new potatoes in the centre cooked as follows, the

remainder being sent up in a vegetable dish : Take about

one pound and a half of new potatoes, cook them in their

skins for about fifteen minutes, then peel them, and cook

them for another fifteen minutes in two ounces of salt butter,

toss them well, and before serving sprinkle chopped parsley
over.

Artichauts a 1'Huile (Artichokes with Salad Sauce).

Allow half an artichoke for each person ;
trim them neatly,

cutting off the ends of the leaves and put them in a sauce-

pan with plenty of boiling water, salt, a tiny bit of soda, and

the juice of a lemon. Keep on the lid of the saucepan, and

when the artichokes are done (which can be ascertained by
the leaves coming apart quite easily), drain them thoroughly

(this is most essential), cut them in half, dish them up on a

napkin, and serve with the following sauce in a boat : Beat

up in a basin for a few minutes, six dessertspoonfuls of salad

oil, two of tarragon vinegar, half a small teaspoonful each

of salt, and French or English mustard and pepper to taste ;

then add some finely-chopped tarragon, and whisk again

just before serving.

Creme de Marrons (Chestnut Cream). Take half a

pound of Spanish chestnuts, cut a cross on each, and boil

them in plenty of water till the outer and inner skins can

easily be removed. Then pound them in a mortar, and pass

them through a fine sieve into a basin, adding a few drops
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of milk to facilitate the process. Next beat up the yolks of

three eggs with a giD of cream and a gill of milk, sweeten

with two ounces of sugar, add a few drops of essence of

vanilla, and strain the mixture into a double saucepan (the

outside one being filled with hot water). Stir the custard

over the fire with a wooden spoon until it thickens

(about fifteen minutes), then add rather less than half

an ounce of gelatine, which has been previously soaked

in a very little water and dissolved on the fire.

Pour this custard gradually on to the chestnut puree
in the basin, mixing it all well together with a wooden

spoon, and pour it into a fancy pint mould with a hollow in

the centre. Leave it in a cold place to set, then turn it out

and fill the space in the centre with a gill of cream whisked

very stiffly with a little fine sugar and coloured a pale pink.

POTAGE D'ORGE 1 L'ECOSSAISE.

FILETS DE CARRELETS A LA JTTIVE.

TOTTRHEDOS DE BCETJF 1 LA FLAMANDE.

POULE DE PRAIRIE ROTIE.

POMMES DE TERRE EN RUBANS.

AU PARMESAN.

Fotage d'Orge & 1'Ecossaise (Scotch Broth). Put

into a good sized saucepan two pints of cold water with

about two pounds of the scrag end of a neck of mutton,

half a teacupful of pearl barley, and some salt. Bring it to

the boil, remove all scum, then add a gill of cold water, let

it boil up again, continue to skim it, bring it to the boil
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once more, and then place the saucepan by the side of the

fire for the broth to simmer slowly. In about three-

quarters of an hour add two carrots, a turnip, a leek, and
one very small onion, all cut into dice, a pinch of pepper
and a bunch of sweet herbs. Let the soup simmer for

another hour and a half, still continuing to remove any fat

or scum. When the dish is wanted, remove the meat and

bunch of herbs, pour the broth with the vegetables, etc.,

into the soup tureen, add a little chopped parsley, and

serve.

Filets de Carrelets a la Jnive (Fillets of flounder

fried). Take the fillets of two firm, thick flounders, trim

each piece neatly, flour them lightly, dip them in egg beaten

up with pepper and salt, cover them on both sides with stale

breadcrumbs, and fry them in boiling oil, lard or dripping.

When the fillets are of a golden colour, place them on a

sieve in front of the fire, with a piece of soft paper under

them to drain. Serve garnished with fried parsley and cut

lemon.

Tournedos de Bceuf a la Flamaude (Fillets of beef

Flemish fashion). Take a fillet of beef, cut from it as many
slices as required, not less than half an inch thick, and then

trim each slice very neatly to an oval or round shape,

making them all as much as possible of the same size.

Season them with pepper and salt, dredge lightly with flour,

and fry on both sides in a saute-pan with plenty of hot

butter. Serve them in a circle with the following garnish
in the centre : Cut some carrots into any fancy shape,

parboil them for a few minutes, drain them, put them into

a saucepan with a small piece of butter, and sprinkle them
with pepper and salt and a little grated nutmeg. In two or

three minutes add half-a-dozen spoonfuls of stock or gravy,

and let the carrots simmer gently till they are done ; add,

lastly, the yolks of two eggs beaten up and a sprinkling of

chopped parsley.
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Poule de Prairie Rotie (Roast Prairie Hens). Lard

the breasta of two or more prairie hens and roaat them
at a moderate fire for about half an hour, basting them

frequently. Serve with bread sauce and plain gravy in

aauce-boate.

Pommes de Terre en Rubans (Potato Ribbons).

Take some large potatoes and peel them as smoothly and as

evenly as possible ;
then take each potato and pare it round

and round as you would an apple, taking care that each

spiral paring (which should be about one-eighth of an inch

thick) does not break ; try to make them as long as possible.

Keep them covered with a napkin till all are cut, then lay

them in the frying basket, and fry them in very hot fat to

a light straw colour; sprinkle freely with salt, and serve

hot.

OBnfs au Parmesan (Eggs with Cheese). Cut some

hard-boiled eggs in slices, and arrange them on a well-

buttered dish previously rubbed with a shallot. Then make
a white sauce with one ounce of butter, half an ounce of

flour, and a gill and a half of milk and water, add a table-

spoonful of grated Parmesan cheese with pepper and salt to

taste, and cover the eggs with the sauce. Sprinkle the

surface with equal quantities of cheese and stale bread-

crumbs, and put the dish in the oven till the surface has

acquired a light brown colour, then serve it inside another

dish.
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MENU. IX*

POTAGE A LA

BLANCHAILLES A. LA DIABLE.

Noix DK VEAU A LA PABMENTIEB.

CHAMPIGNONS A. LA BORDELAISE.

FLAN A LA TUEQTTE.

Fotage a la Cond6 (Haricot Bean Soup). Boil three-

quarters of a pint of red haricot beans in two quarts of
" second stock," with an onion, two carrots, a leek, a bay leaf,

some parsley, whole pepper and salt. Let the whole simmer
for about four hours, stirring it occasionally ; then pass all,

including the vegetables, through a hair sieve ; return the

puree to the saucepan, let it boil up, add more stock to

make the soup of the right consistency, and finish with a

pat of butter and a spoonful of hot cream. Serve with

small dice of bread fried in boiling fat.

Blauchailles a la Diable (Devilled Whitebait).

Throw the whitebait into cold water, take them out, dry
them thoroughly in a cloth, and toss them in flour in a

clean dry cloth. Then shake the fish in a wire sieve so as

to get rid of all the superfluous flour, put some of them in

a wire basket, and plunge it into a pan of boiling lard or

dripping, which should entirely cover the fish; keep on

shaking the basket. If the fat is at the proper heat, the

whitebait should hardly take more than a minute or two to

cook ; directly they are crisp, lift the basket from the fat,

give it a good shaking, and sprinkle on the fish some

cayenne pepper and salt, shake again, and then turn the

whitebait on to a cloth, and let them stand a short time in

front of the fire to dry. Fry the rest of the whitebait in

the same manner, and at the time of serving, dish them up
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in a heap on a hot napkin, and hand round with them thin

slices of brown bread-and-butter, and a lemon cut in half.

Hoix de Vean a la Parmentier (Veal with New
Potatoes). Remove the bone from a fillet of veal weighing
about four pounds, tie it up very tightly, so that there may
be no hollow in the centre, and put it in a stewpan with

two ounces of butter, which has just been allowed to

slightly brown
;
add three medium-sized onions cut up in

slices, a rasher of bacon cut in dice, and some pepper and

salt. Put on the lid of the saucepan and let the veal stew

gently for half-an-hour. At the end of this time turn the

veal over, add two carrots cut up, some parsley, thyme, and

bayleaf, and replacing the cover, let the whole simmer

slowly for an hour, then add two pounds of small new

potatoes peeled, and leave it again for another hour,

shaking the saucepan occasionally (no water or stock of

any kind should be added). At the time of serving, put
the piece of veal in the centre of the dish and place the

potatoes all round it. Strain the gravy into a saucepan,

free it from fat, add a teaspoonful of arrowroot, let it boil

up once, and pour it all over and round the veal. Serve as

hot as possible.

Champignons a la Bordelaise (Mushrooms a la

Bordelaise). Choose some fine sound mushrooms all as

much as possible of the same size, peel them, trim them

neatly, and leave them for an hour in a marinade composed
of oil, whole pepper, and salt. Then sprinkle them with

ground pepper, and grill them on both sides over a clear

fire. In the meantime put into a saucepan three table-

spoonfuls of oil or melted butter, add a teaspoonful of

finely chopped parsley, one or two shallots finely chopped,
and the juice of a lemon. Cook on the fire for about seven

minutes, then pour over the mushrooms in a very hot dish

and serve at once.
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Flan a la Torque (A Flan of Rhubarb). Take one

pound of forced rhubarb, and having wiped it carefully, cut

it in pieces about two inches in length. Boil a pint of

water and three-quarters of a pound of sugar together in a

large shallow stewpan ;
add a teaspoonful of lemon juice

and a few drops of cochineal, and then put in as much of

the rhubarb as can be laid at the bottom of the saucepan.
Let it simmer veiy gently indeed at the side of the fire, and
as the rhubarb becomes sufficiently tender it must not be

done too much lift each piece out carefully on to a dish ;

this should not occupy more than ten minutes, and great
care must be taken to keep the pieces whole. Proceed in

the same manner with the rest of the rhubarb, and when
all has been done, strain some of the syrup into a sugar
boiler and cook it rapidly for about six minutes with the

thin rind of two lemons cut into very narrow Julienne-like

shreds. Then put it on one side. In the meantime have

ready some puff-paste rolled out several times, butter a

plain round flan or open tart mould, lay it on a baking-
sheet also buttered, and line it with the paste ;

trim the

edges, pinch it all round for ornamentation, line the whole

with paper, fill it up with breadcrumbs, and bake till done

in a good oven. Then remove the paper, etc., and turn the

tart out of the mould. When the tart crust is cold, lay in

it the pieces of rhubarb, arranging them as neatly as

possible side by side, pour over them a small quantity of

the thick syrup, sprinkle on the surface the strips of lemon

peel, and serve.
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MENU. X,

CONSOMME AUX PROFITEROLLBS.

FILETS DE SOLES 1 LA VENITIENNE.

GlOOT DE MOUTON i LA PARISIENNE.

EPINARDS AU Jus.

PBTIT CORNETS 1 LA VANILLK.

Consomme' anx Profiterolles (Soup with Profiler -

ollee). Put a gill of water, one ounce of butter, and
a pinch of salt into a small saucepan, bring to the

boil, then sprinkle in (off the fire) one ounce and
a half of flour. Put the saucepan back on the stove

and stir the mixture till it is quite dry, then let it

stand for a few minutes, and when nearly cool, mix in

thoroughly one egg and a few drops of lemon-juice. The
more the paste is stirred the better it will be ; when it is

quite smooth, put it into a forcing bag with a small nozzle

(or a stiff paper bag shaped like a sugar cone), and while

pressing it through have a pair of scissors and cut off pieces

about the size of a Barcelona nut, and drop them on a

baking sheet slightly buttered. Bake them in a moderate

oven till they are a light golden colour. When wanted put
some of them in the soup-tureen and pour on them as much

<jlear, well-flavoured consomme as is wanted for soup. The
rest of the profiterolles will keep quite well in a tin.

Filets de Soles a la Ve"nitienne (Fillets of Sole

a la Venitienne). Butter a long tin and put into it

one or two onions cut in slices, a few sprigs of parsley,

a bay-leaf, two or three cloves, and salt and pepper
to taste. Lay the fillets of two lemon soles on all

these ingredients with a good sized piece of butter, and add

about half a pint of white stock and half a wineglassful of

white French wine ; cover the tin with a piece of buttered
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paper, and put it in the oven for ten to fifteen minutes.

When the fish is cooked, take out some of the liquor (leaving

just sufficient to keep the fillets warm), strain it, and add it

to a white roux, made with three-quarters of an ounce of

butter and the same quantity of flour. Bring the sauce to

the boil, then take it off the fire, add the yolk of an egg, and

plenty of blanched parsley and chervil, chopped as finely as

possible ;
the sauce should be quite green. Arrange the

fillets of sole on a hot dish, pour the sauce over them and

serve at once.

Gigot de Moxiton a la Parisienne (Leg of Mutton

a la Parisienne). Cook a small leg of Welsh mutton

in a tin in the oven, putting some salt and a small

quantity of water at the bottom of the tin. When
half cooked, remove the leg and very carefully skim

the gravy of all fat. Return the mutton to the tin, pour the

gravy over it, and surround the joint with potatoes cut to

the size of chestnuts. Put the tin back in the oven, and

let the potatoes cook in the gravy or juice of the meat.

Serve as hot as possible.

Epinards an Jus (Spinach with Gravy). Pick and

wash three pounds of spinach and put it into a saucepan
without any water to cook for about a quarter of an

hour. When done, drain it in a colander, squeeze out

all the water and pass the spinach through a hair sieve.

Return it to an enamelled saucepan in which a good-
sized piece of butter has been melted. " Work "

the

spinach with a wooden spoon until it is quite dry, then

gradually moisten it with some good gravy, in which

a small piece of glaze has been melted, until it is of

the desired consistency. Serve piled up on a dish with

fried sippets round it.

Petits Cornets a la Vanille (Little Cones with

Vanilla Cream). Take the weight of three eggs in
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caster sugar, and the weight of two in flour. Beat

the eggs and sugar together for five minutes, then

sprinkle in the flour, mix thoroughly and spread the paste
as thinly as possible on a very large flat baking-tin,

previously buttered, and bake in a slow oven for about

fifteen minutes. When done, i.e., when the paste is a golden

colour, cut it out into rounds with a fluted or plain round

cutter about four inches in diameter. As each round is cut,

roll it up into the shape of a conical bag or sugar loaf and

it will become almost immediately crisp. For this reason it

is better not to take the tin right out of the oven, so as to

keep the paste soft while it is being cut up, and the opera-

tion must be performed quickly, for the paste as it cools

gets crisp most rapidly, and then it cannot be rolled.

Sweeten and flavour some cream with vanilla, whip it up
very stiffly, colour half of it pink with cochineal, and at the

time of serving fill the cornets, some with the pink cream,

and some with the white. If the cornets be made some

time before they are wanted, they should be kept in a

tightly closed tin.

MENU* XL
SOUPE A L'ALLEMANDB.

MAQUEREAUX, SAUCE AUX GBOSBILLES.

NOISETTES D'AGNEAU AUX CONCOMBRES.

PIGEONS DE BORDEAUX Rons.

(EUFS A LA NEIQE AU CITRON.

Sonpe & 1'Allemande (German Soup). Put a pint
and half of white stock in a large saucepan on the

fire, bring to the boil, then add four tablespoonfuls
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of sago, very finely pounded. Stir it occasionally, and

after it has boiled for twelve minutes put in four

tablespoonfuls of vegetables, previously cooked and cut

into thin strips. In the meantime boil in another sauce-

pan three-quarters of a pint of the same stock, and

add to it gradually the yolks of three eggs which have been

beaten up with half a pint of cream or milk. Stir over a

moderate fire till the mixture thickens, then strain it

immediately into the saucepan containing the sago; mix

well. Add lastly half an ounce of butter, and serve at

once.

Bffaquereaux, Sauce aux Groseilles (Mackerel

with Gooseberry Sauce). Take the fillets from two

mackerel, cut them in two, remove the skin, trim the

fillets neatly, sprinkle them freely with pepper and

salt, and place them side by side to cook in the oven in a

well greased tin with a buttered paper over them. When

they are done arrange them carefully in a dish, serving

them with the following sauce in the centre : Take half a

pint of gooseberries not quite ripe, boil them in water, then

drain them, pass them through a hair sieve, and mix them

with a good sized piece of butter. Warm the whole in a

aaucepan, adding a pinch of flour, and pepper and salt to

taste, with a tablespoonful of good white stock ; stir till

thoroughly hot and of the right consistency.

Noisettes d'Agneau aux Concombres (Fillets of

Lamb with Cucumber). Take the best end of a neck

of lamb, remove the bone, trim off any superfluous

fat and skin, and cut from it some slices about three-

quarters of an inch thick ; flatten them with the cutlet bat,

trim them neatly and lay them in a dish. Sprinkle each

little fillet with pepper and salt, then pour on a few drops

of lemon-juice and a small quantity of salad oil. Cover all

with a layer of chopped onions, and leave the fillets in a

cool place for three or four hours. Then wipe each fillet
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carefully with a cloth, dip them in egg, then in stale bread-

crumbs, and in half-an-hour's time arrange them in the

wire frying-basket and fry them in boiling fat a golden
brown colour. Drain them thoroughly in front of the fire

on soft paper, and serve them in a circle with the following

garnish in the centre : Peel one or two cucumbers, free

them from pips, and cut them up into squares. Melt a

piece of butter in a saucepan and fry the pieces of cucumber

in it for two or three minutes, then add a sprinkling of

flour and moisten with about half a tumblerful of stock.

Let the whole stew very gently for twenty minutes, or till

the cucumber is quite tender, taking care that each piece

retains its shape.

Pigeons de Bordeaux Rdtis (Boast Bordeaux

Pigeons). Bard the pigeons that is to say, tie a very
thin slice of fat bacon over the breast of each bird

and roast them for about fifteen minutes, basting
them the whole time with butter. When done, remove the

string and skewers and serve the pigeons with or without

the pieces of bacon and with fried potato chips and a salad

composed as follows : Wash two or three heads of French

lettuce, dry them thoroughly, cut off the stalk so as to free

the leaves, which break into convenient pieces and cut the

hearts into four quarters. Pour over the salad three table-

spoonfuls of oil in which has been dissolved some pepper and

salt to taste and then add one of tarragon vinegar.
" Work "

the salad thoroughly, and sprinkle chopped tarragon on the

surface.

CEnfs a la Neige an Citron (Snow Eggs with Lemon).
Whisk the whites of five eggs to a very stiff froth

; put a

quart of milk sweetened to taste in a large shallow stewpan ;

when it boils drop in the white of egg in pieces the size of an

egg shaped with a dessertspoon. Take them out and put
them on a sieve to drain as they are done. A few seconds

will cook them. When all the white of egg has ben used,
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strain the milk and add to it the yolks of seven eggs with

the grated rind of five lemons, and more sugar to taste if

necessary. Mix well, pour into a double saucepan, and stir

on the fire till the custard is sufficiently thick. When cold

pour it into a dish, and lay the " snow eggs
"

carefully on

the top.

MENU. XII.

BISQUE DE CREVETTES.

QUEUE DE B(EUF A LA MODE.

CANETONS AUX NAVETS.

OMELETTE AUX POINTES D'ASPERGES.

ST. HONORS AUX GROSEILLES.

Bisque de Crevettes (Shrimp Soup). Shell two pints of

sin-imps, reserve the meat from the tails, and put half of the

heads and skins in a saucepan, with three pints of water, a

squeeze of a lemon, a wineglassful of Chablis, two onions, a

carrot (sliced), a bay-leaf, parsley, thyme, etc., pepper and

salt, and the bones and trimmings of any white fish. Let

the whole boil up, skim it, and let it simmer for an hour

and a half. In the meantime take some of the remaining
shells of the shrimps and pound them in a mortar with an

ounce of butter and pass them through a hair sieve.

When the fish stock is ready, strain it on to a white rcwa;

in another saucepan, let it boil up, then add the shrimp
butter, mix well together, and colour the soup with a little

carmine if necessary. Lastly, add the picked shrimps, and

serve with small croutons of fried bread handed round on a

plate.

D
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Queue de Bcauf a la Mode (Ox-tail a la Mode).
Take two small ox-tails, disjoint them, and divide

them into convenient sized pieces. Trim them neatly

and put them into a stewpan just large enough to

hold them with a pint and a quarter of cold water,

two carrots, two onions, and a turnip, cut in small dice, two

or three cloves, a blade of mace, a sprig of parsley, and

pepper and salt. Bring quickly to the boil, then let the

whole simmer very slowly indeed for six hours with the

lid of the saucepan on ; skim carefully, and when wanted

strain off the liquid, add to it two teaspoonfuls of arrow-

root and a little colouring, return it to the saucepan, shake

well, let the whole get thoroughly hot, and serve at once

with mashed potatoes.

Canetons aux Navets (Ducks with Turnips). Tie a

piece of buttered paper over the breast of each duckling
and roast at a moderate fire for about thirty-five minutes

according to their size. Baste them frequently and remove

the paper five or ten minutes before the birds are done,

when they should be sprinkled with salt. Serve with thick

gravy in a sauceboat, which may be made from the necks,

giblets, and trimmings of the ducks, and arrange round the

dish small heaps of turnips cooked as follows : Peel some

turnips, cut them into the shape of olives, blanch them for

five minutes, then fry them with some butter and a little

caster sugar till they are a golden colour ; season them with

pepper and salt, moisten them with gravy, and let them
stew very gently till quite tender.

Omelette aux Fointes d'Asperges (Asparagus

Omelet). Beat up five or six eggs in a basin with

a fork, add a tablespoonful of milk, pepper and salt

to taste, and some asparagus heads previously boiled.

Put about an ounce of butter in an omelet-pan, let

it get as hot as possible, burning colour, then pour
in the beaten eggs. As the mixture begins to set,
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lift it up with a small slice to let the uncooked liquid

part run in its place, and keep the omelet as much as

possible towards the centre of the pan (i.e., do not let it

spread out too thin, especially when using a large pan) ; the

omelet will not take much more than a minute to cook
; the

underneath part next to the pan should be a golden brown,
and the surface very soft and slightly liquid. Directly it is

sufficiently set, slip the omelet from the pan into a

moderately heated dish, letting it roll over as you do so, so

that it will assume its ordinary folded shape ; serve

immediately.

St. Honore anx Groseilles (St. Honore of Goose-

berries). First of all make some pate a choux as

follows : Put into a saucepan half a pint of water,

a quarter of a pound of butter, and two ounces of

sugar. Let the mixture boil, then add gradually half a

pound of finely sifted flour, and when the flour has all been

absorbed, and the paste is quite dry,remove the saucepan from

the fire and add, one by one, seven or eight eggs, beating the

mixture well the whole time, till a very smooth paste is

obtained. Then make some short paste, and roll it out to

the thickness of a quarter of an inch, and cut it into a round

from six to eight inches in diameter. Place this on a

baking-sheet, put the choux paste into a forcing bag, and

press out of it a ring about an inch in thickness on to the

edge of the round of paste, brush it over with yolk of egg,

and place the sheet in a moderate oven. With the remainder

of the choux paste make some little balls, egg them over,

and bake these on another flat tin. When all has been

baked a nice golden colour, stick these balls with white of

egg quite close together on the top of the roll of choux paste.

In the centre place some stewed gooseberries and heap up
on the top some whipped cream ; serve cold.

D 2
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MENU, XIIL
POTAGE ROYAL X L'OSEILLE.

SAUMON 1 L'HOLLANDAISE.

POTJLET EN SALMIS.

PTJREE DE LAITTJES.

DARIOLES ATTX CERISES.

Fotage Royal a 1'Oseille (Sorrel Soup with. Custard).

Whisk very lightly the yolks of three eggs and

the white of one ;
mix them with a gill of milk,

add a little salt, strain the mixture and divide it into

two equal parts, one of which colour a pale pink with

a few drops of cochineal. Pour each into some small

timbale moulds previously buttered, and place them in a

stewpan with sufficient cold water to reach half-way up the

moulds. When the water is on the point of boiling, remove

the saucepan to the side of the fire, and let the water

simmer very gently for about a quarter of an hour
;
then if

the custards are sufficiently set, put the saucepan in a cool

place, and when the water is cold turn out the custards on

to a clean cloth. Cut each little mould of custard into

slices, and cut these out again into little fancy shapes, such

as hearts, stars, crescents, diamonds, etc. Put these in the

soup tureen with some sorrel, which has been boiled in stock,

having been previously cut in narrow strips as for julienne ;

add some very clear pale consomme, and serve.

Saumon a la Hollandaise (Salmon with Dutch

Sauce). Take a piece of salmon, cut from the middle,

place it in the fish-kettle, and cover it with cold water,

into which throw plenty of salt. Bring the water slowly
to the boil, removing any scum, and then let it simmer
till the fish is done. Directly the boiling of the salmon

is completed, drain it thoroughly and serve it on a
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dish on a napkin, with the following sauce in a boat : Take
three ounces of butter, and the yolks of two eggs, put them
in a double saucepan, and stir them quickly over the fire till

the butter is dissolved; then mix in rather less than an

ounce of flour, stir well, and add the strained juice of a

lemon, half a pint of milk, a little grated nutmeg and pepper
and salt to taste. Stir without ceasing till the sauce has

thickened to the consistency of custard.

Poulets en Salmis (Fricassee of Fowl). Half roast

one or two chickens, carve them very neatly, making
four pieces out of the legs, two out of the wings and

two out of the breast, thus sixteen pieces if two fowls

are used. Remove all skin and outside parts, and put
the pieces of chicken aside till wanted. Then put
into a saucepan a rasher of bacon cut in dice, a couple
of carrots sliced, three minced shallots, a bay-leaf, thyme,

parsley, whole pepper, salt to taste, and two ounces of

clarified dripping. Let these all simmer for about twenty

minutes, and when well browned add a tablespoonful of flour,

let it cook thoroughly, then moisten with a pint and a

quarter of common stock, and. if possible, a liqueur-glassful

of Marsala, letting the sauce boil up once or twice during
the process. Next put in all the trimmings of the chickens

with the backs cut up in small pieces, and let the whole

simmer for about an hour. Strain into a clean saucepan,

and, when cold, put in the pieces of chicken, and warm them

up gradually by letting them simmer in the sauce for about

three-quarters of an hour. Serve as hot as possible with

the sauce, which will have considerably reduced, poured over

the chicken. Mashed potatoes may be handed round at the

same time.

Pur6e de Laitries (Puree of Lettuces). Take a

dozen lettuces, pick and wash them well, and cook

them in boiling salted water for twenty minutes. Then
drain them thoroughly, and pass them through a hair
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sieve. Melt in a clean saucepan two ounces of butter,

add an ounce of flour, and stir together for five

minutes without letting it get brown. Then add the

lettuce puree, and stir over the fire for five or ten

minutes. When fairly stiff, moisten with two tablespoonfuls

of cream, add pepper and salt to taste, and serve as hot as

possible, garnished with croutons of fried bread cut in

the shape of diamonds.

Darioles aux Cerises (Darioles with Cherries).

Make a syrup with half a pint of water and six

ounces of loaf sugar. Stone three-quarters of a pound
of cherries and cook them in the boiling syrup for

four or five minutes, drain them and put them on one

side. Meanwhile beat up four ounces of butter to a cream,

and add the same quantity of caster sugar ; when smooth

incorporate one by one three eggs, beating the mixture

vigorously the whole time, then sprinkle in four ounces of

flour, add a pinch of baking-powder, and pour the paste

into small dariole moulds previously buttered, leaving

plenty of room for the cakes to rise. Bake them in a

moderate oven ; when they are done turn them out on a.

sieve and leave them to get cold. Then scoop out the

middle from each to the depth of an inch and a half, and

having trimmed them neatly, brush them all over with some
red plum jam that has been dissolved over the fire with a

little water and passed through a hair sieve. Colour some

pearl sugar pink with cochineal, mix it with an equal

quantity of white, and roll the cakes in the mixed sugar till

they are covered all over with it. Then proceed to fill them
with the stoned cherries and ornament the top of each

alternately with a teaspoonful of pink and white whipped
cream,

N.B. When preparing the soup in this menu, use

Maggi's Consomme, concentrated in gelatine tubes, pro-

curable at Messrs. Cosenza and Co. It can be highly

recommended, and is a great saving of labour to the cook.
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MENU.-XIV.
SOUPE PAYSANNE.

EGLEFINS A LA MA!TRE D'HOTEL.

SELLS D'AGNEATJ AUX PETITS Pois.

SPAGHETTI 1 LA NAPOLITAINE.

SOUFFLE AU CHOCOLAT.

Soupe Faysanne (Paysanne Soup). Cut some carrots

and turnips in slices about a quarter of an inch thick,

and from these cut out some small rounds with a

cutter about a third of an inch in diameter; trim also

some leeks into similar rounds, and fry them all in

butter, with pepper and salt, till they begin to take

colour, beginning with the carrots, then the leeks, and

lastly, the turnips. Next take similar quantities of

asparagus points (using as much of the green part of the

stalks as is tender), and some green peas, and half cook

them both in salted water. Put all the vegetables in a

saucepan, add as much consomme as is wanted, bring to

the boil, and then let the soup simmer till all the vegetables
are quite tender

;
add a sprinkling of chervil, and serve.

Eglefins a la Maitre d'Hotel (Haddocks a la

Maitre d'Hotel). Take some small fresh haddocks, let

them be split open by the fishmonger ;
trim them

neatly, cutting off the heads and tails, wipe them dry,

and rub them on both sides with a little salt and then

with butter. Sprinkle them well with pepper, and having
well greased the gridiron to prevent the fish from sticking,

broil the haddocks over a clear fire. When done they
should be nice and brown butter them again, squeeze the

juice of half a lemon over the fish, sprinkle them freely

with very finely chopped parsley, and serve as hot as

possible.
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Selle d'Agneau aux Petits Fois (Saddle of Lamb
with Peas). Choose a nice saddle of lamb, trim tlie

joint neatly, cover it over with buttered paper and

roast it at a clear, brisk fire. Baste frequently, remove

the paper a quarter of an hour before the meat is

done, and at the last sprinkle with salt. Serve with

the gravy thoroughly freed from fat, and with mint

sauce, if liked, and garnish the dish with peas cooked as

follows : Boil the peas in plenty of boiling salted water,

with an onion and a bunch of mint, as briskly as possible

for about twenty minutes. Then drain them thoroughly,

return them to a clean saucepan, and toss them over the

fire with a little butter, pepper, and salt. Fommes de

Terre Santees should be handed round at the same time.

Boil some potatoes (let them be underdone), cut them in

quarters or slices of medium thickness ; melt some butter

or clai'ified dripping in a frying-pan, put in the potatoes,

sprinkling them with plenty of pepper and salt and finely-

chopped parsley, and toss them over rather a brisk fire till

they are a golden-brown colour. Be careful not to break

them during the process.

Spaghetti a la Napolitaine (Spaghetti, Neapolitan

Fashion). Boil about half a pound of spaghetti, broken

into convenient lengths, in plenty of boiling salted water.

Stir every now and then, and when it is done, which

it should be in about fifteen minutes, pour a jug of

cold water into the saucepan before taking it off the

fire, and then strain the spaghetti on to a sieve, so that

it is perfectly free from all water. Melt an ounce and a

half of butter in a clean saucepan, add half a sixpenny
bottle of French tomato conserve, with pepper and salt to

taste, and two or three spoonfuls of good gravy. Let it

boil for ten minutes, then remove the saucepan to the side

of the fire, and put in the spaghetti a little at a time. Mix

thoroughly, adding two tablespoonfuls of freshly grated
Parmesan cheese and stir it all together as gently as possible.
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Serve in a silver entree dish, and hand round grated
Parmesan cheese on a plate at the same time.

Souffle" an Chocolat (Chocolate Souffle). Take a small

tablespoonful of cornflour, mix it with a gill of milk,

and when quite smooth add two ounces of caster sugar
and two ounces of butter. Put the mixture in a saucepan
and stir over the fire till it boils. When cold, stir in

an ounce of Cadbury's chocolate grated, and the yolks of

three eggs. Beat well together and when perfectly smooth,
mix in the whites of four eggs whisked to a stiff froth.

Pour into a well buttered souffle dish and bake for forty

minutes.

MENU. XV.

POTAGE DUBARRY.

FILETS DE MAQUERATTX 1 LA RAVIQOTE.

COTELETTES D'AGNEATJ ATTX EPINARDS.

LAPERAUX A LA SOUBISE.

CANAPES A LA GORDON.

Fotage Dubarry (Cauliflower Soup). Parboil a

moderate-sized cauliflower, then change the water, add

salt to taste, and let it boil till quite done. Pass it

through a hair sieve, having first drained it of all the

water in which it was cooked. Dilute the puree thus

obtained with some well-flavoured consomme, and let

it give a boil or two, stirring all the time. When sufficient

consomme has been added to make the soup of the right

consistency, beat up in a small basin the yolks of two eggs
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with three tablespoonfuls of cream, add to it a couple of

ladlefuls of the soup, then take the saucepan containing the

soup off the fire, pour in the liaison (i.e., the eggs and cream)
and stir well together. Add half an ounce of butter, and

pour the soup at once into the tureen. Hand round at the

same time small dice of bread fried a golden colour.

Filets de Maqueraux a la Ravigote (Fillets of

Mackerel a la Ravigote). Take the fillets from two

mackerel, cut them in two, remove the skin, trim them

neatly, sprinkle them freely with pepper and salt, and

place them side by side to cook in the oven in a well-

buttered tin with a buttered paper over them. When they
are done, arrange them neatly in a dish, and pour over them

the following sauce, which should be prepared beforehand :

Take equal quantities of tarragon, chervil, parsley, and

chives, blanch them, and, after having pressed out the water,

mince them very finely. Then melt one ounce and a half

of butter in a small saucepan, add a tablespoonful of flour,

and, when thoroughly mixed, add by degrees a pint of white

stock, stirring the sauce the whole time. Let it boil, then

season with pepper and salt, put in the minced herbs, add a

small piece of butter, and, lastly, a few drops of tarragon

vinegar.

Laperaux a la Sonbise (Rabbits with Onion Sauce).

Cut up two rabbits into neat pieces, blanch them in

boiling salted water for ten minutes, then throw away the

water, add fresh water with a bunch of sweet herbs,

a couple of carrots, cloves, whole pepper and salt to

taste, and let the rabbits simmer very gently at the

side of the stove for an hour and a half. When done,

serve them with the following sauce poured all over them.

Put some English onions in cold water, let them boil for

five minutes, then throw away the liquor and boil them again
in fresh water. When perfectly tender, drain them

thoroughly and squeeze the onions in a cloth to express all
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the juice. Pass the onions now through a hair sieve ; warm

up the puree in a saucepan with butter, pepper and salt, and

let it reduce over the fire till it is quite stiff. Just before

using reduce to the right consistency with a few spoonfuls
of cream or milk and cream.

Cotelettes d'Agneau aux Epiuards (Lamb Cutlets

with Spinach). Take a piece of the best end of a

neck of lamb, divide it into cutlets. Trim them very

neatly, leaving no gristle or fat on the bones, and

flatten them with a cutlet bat dipped in cold water.

Sprinkle the cutlets with pepper and salt, and grill

them on the top of a very clear fire. Turn them when they
have cooked for a minute or two on one side, and be careful

not to cook them too much. Serve them in a circle with

spinach, cooked as follows, in the centre : Pick and well wash
about three pounds of spinach, and put it in a saucepan on

the fire without any water to cook for fifteen minutes.

When done, drain it in a colander, squeeze out every drop
of water, and pass the spinach through a hair sieve. Return it

then to an enamelled saucepan, in which two ounces of butter

have been melted, and season with pepper and salt to taste.

Stir well, and having added a tablespoonful or two of good

gravy, let the spinach simmer slowly for about twenty
minutes, stirring it occasionally with a wooden spoon.
Hand round with the cutlets some Fried Potatoes,
Peel some good sized ones, and cut them into balls about the

size of marbles. Dry them thoroughly in a cloth, put them
in a frying basket, and plunge it into good boiling fat.

Shake the basket every now and then, and as soon as the

potatoes are of a very light brown colour, take them out of

the fat and put them on a sieve in front of the fire, with a

piece of soft paper under them. Sprinkle them well with

salt and send to table.

Canapes a la Gordon (Canapes of Scrambled Egg).
Have ready some pieces of buttered toast about two
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inches and a half square, also a few small mushrooms,
all of the same size and cooked in a tin in the oven

with a little butter. Beat up lightly in a basin six

eggs with three tablespoonfuls of tomato ketchup and

cayenne pepper, and salt to taste. Pour them into a

small saucepan in which an ounce and a half of butter has

been melted, and stir over the fire with a small wooden

spoon till the mixture is sufficiently set, like ordinary
scrambled eggs. Then turn out on to the prepared pieces of

toast, place a mushroom in the centre of each, and serve

immediately on a very hot dish.

MENU XVL
POTAGE A LA ST. GBKMAIN.

TUEBOT A LA MAZARINE.

BCEUF A LA RENAISSANCE.

HARICOTS VERTS EN SALADE.

BAVAROISE AIT CHOCOLAT.

Potage a la St. Germain (Green Pea Soup).

Boil one pint of green peas in three to three pints

and a half of second stock, or water, with a piece of

ham or bacon, two carrots, an onion, a leek, a bay-leaf,

some parsley, whole pepper and salt. Let the whole

simmer for two or three hours, stirring occasionally.

Then pass the peas and onions through a hair sieve,

and add the strained liquor to the result, or as much of it

as will bring the soup to the required consistency. Return

it to the saucepan, let it boil up, add to it some whole peas,

which have been previously cooked in boiling salted water

with a little mint, and serve at once.
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Turbo t a la Mazarine (Turbot a la Mazarine).

Place the turbot in a fish-kettle with plenty of cold,

salted water and a bunch of parsley. Directly the

water approaches boiling point let it simmer gently

for about half-an-hour, the time* of course, depending

upon the size of the fish. When it is quite done lift

it out of the water and keep it hot while the following

sauce is prepared : Put two ounces of butter into a saucepan
on the fire, when it has melted mix well into it a large

tablespoonful of flour, and add gradually rather more than

half a pint of the water in which the fish was cooked, and

continue to stir till the sauce is quite smooth, adding a little

anchovy essence and mushroom catsup. Then add to the

sauce off the fire the yolks of three eggs, which have been

beaten up with the juice of a lemon. Season with pepper
and salt, and colour the sauce with lobster butter made by

pounding half an ounce of spawn with double the quantity
of butter, and passing the mixture through a hair sieve. A
little liquid carmine must be used if the sauce is not

sufficiently red or if the spawn is not obtainable. Place the

turbot on a large dish, mask it with some of the saiice and

serve up the rest in a boat.

Boeuf a la Renaissance (Braised Fillet of Beef

with Vegetables). Tie up a fillet of beef neatly with

string, and put it in a stewpan, the bottom of which

has been well buttered, and lined with thin slices of

fat bacon, and two onions cut in slices. Let the fillet fry

for about twenty minutes, then barely cover it with stock,

add a wineglassful of sherry, bring to the boil, and add a

small onion stuck with cloves, a turnip, a carrot, a bouquet

garni, and whole pepper and salt. After this let the meat

simmer very gently indeed for one and a half to two hours.

For the garnish take equal quantities of peas, French beans,

artichoke bottoms, and new carrots and turnips ; cut the

latter with a vegetable cutter to uniform shapes, and cook

them each separately in some consomme. Strain off about
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three-quarters of a pint of the stock from the fillet of beef,

and pour it on to a brown roux, made with one ounce of

flour and an equal quantity of butter ; stir till it boils, add

a small piece of glaze, and then let the sauce boil fast over

a fierce fire till sufficiently reduced. Add a little colouring,

if necessary, and pepper and salt to taste. Dish up the

fillet of beef, glaze it with the sauce, and arrange round it

the above vegetables in small heaps. Send up the rest of

the sauce in a boat.

Haricots Verts en Salade (French Bean Salad).

Trim some French beans, throw them into plenty
of fast-boiling unsalted water, add a tiny bit of soda,

and let them boil uncovered till done. Then drain

them, throw them into a basinful of cold water for

ten minutes, drain them again thoroughly, and place

them on a dry cloth. Prepare a salad dressing with oil and

vinegar in the proportions of three to one, a little French

mustard, and pepper and salt to taste. Toss the beans in

this, arrange them in a salad bowl, add a sprinkling of

chopped parsley or chervil, and garnish with quarters of

hard boiled eggs.

Bavaroise an Chocolat (Chocolate Bavaroise). Mix

together the beaten yolks of two eggs, a pint of

milk, and four ounces of Cadbury's chocolate grated. Pour
into a saucepan, bring to the boil, and leave it to get

cold, stiring it every now and then. When cold add
it to the yolks of two eggs which have been beaten

for ten minutes with two ounces of sugar. Mix all together,
then add the whites of four eggs beaten to a stiff froth, and
half an ounce of dissolved gelatine. Pour into a mould and
turn out when set.
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MENU* XVIL
CONSOMME TRICOLORE.

EGLBFIN 1 LA DIPLOMATS.

VEATJ A. LA SUZANNE.

BECASSINES A LA CRAPAUDINB.

TOURTE DE FRANGUPANE.

Consomme Tricolore (Tricoloured Soup). Cut some

French beans, young carrots, and turnips in the shape
of diamonds or lozenges. Boil each vegetable separately

in salted water the beans for about fifteen minutes

with a little soda in the water, and the carrots and

the turnips for twenty and ten minutes respectively.

When they are all cooked, strain them on a sieve,

and at the time of serving put them into some very

good clear stock, which should be rather pale and of

the colour of light sherry so as to show up the hues of the

vegetables as much as possible.

Egleftn, Sauce Diplomate (Haddock, with Diplomate

Sauce). Take a large, fresh haddock and put it into

a fish kettle with plenty of boiling water. Let the

fish simmer gently at the side of the stove for about

a quarter of an hour. The moment it is done, drain

it carefully, dish it up on a folded napkin, garnish it

with parsley, and serve with the following sauce in a boat.

Put one ounce of butter in a saucepan with a few mushrooms

finely chopped, let them fry slowly without colouring, then

mix in half an ounce of flour, and when thoroughly amalga-

mated, add, by degrees, three or four gills of milk, which

has been previously boiled with an onion and a carrot sliced,

some parsley, whole pepper and salt, and then strained.

Let the sauce come to the boil, and then simmer by the side
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of the fire. Stir it occasionally, and when well reduced,

add a quarter of an ounce of anchovy butter made in the

usual manner by pounding together equal quantities (in

weight) of anchovies and butter, and then passing the paste

through a hair sieve. Have ready about a dozen and a half

picked shrimps cut in halves, also two or three gherkins

chopped up roughly. Then beat up in a clean saucepan the

yolks of two eggs and strain on to them, off the fire, the

above sauce, stirring it quickly the whole time ; add the

chopped gherkins and shrimps, pepper and salt if necessary,

and a few drops of lemon-juice. Let the sauce get

thoroughly hot without boiling, and serve at once.

Veau a la Suzanne (Veal a la Suzanne). Take

a piece of
" cushion

"
of veal, trim it very neatly, and

put it in a saucepan with a good sized piece of

butter. Continue turning it until it is of a rich golden
colour all over, then take it out of the saucepan, put
it on a dish, and sprinkle it all over with fine salt

and a little pepper. Next add a little more butter to

the saucepan, and put in a quantity of raw potatoes, cut up
into pieces the size and shape of orange quarters. Dust

them with salt, put on the cover of the saucepan and shake

it frequently until the potatoes have taken colour. Then
add an onion, finely minced, and when the onion is half

cooked add a clove of garlic, minced very finely, and as

soon as this assumes a light brown colour, put in a table-

spoonful of flour
;
when this has become brown, add four or

five ladlefuls of stock or hot water. Stir the whole well,

and then put in the piece of meat, with any juice that may
have oozed out of it. Lastly, add a bouquet composed of a

few sprigs of parsley, one of thyme, one clove, and half a

very small red capsicum, all tied together with a piece of

thread. Put on the cover of the saucepan, and let the

whole simmer for an hour, at the least. Remove the

bouquet, and serve the veal surrounded with the potatoes,
and the sauce poured over the whole.
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Be"cassines a la Crapaudine (Grilled Snipe). Pick,

singe, and draw the requisite number of snipe; let

them be thoroughly dry. Split them down the back

without dividing them entirely, then flatten them as

much as possible with a cutlet-bat, and lay them for

a short time in a marinade composed of oil, pepper,

salt, parsley, and a bayleaf . Next grill them over a quick
fire for about five minutes on each side, and serve them

immediately on a very hot dish, surrounded with watercress.

Hand in a sauce-boat some clear gravy, well flavoured with

lemon-juice. Potato chips should accompany this dish.

Tourte de Frangipane (Tart of Frangipane).
Break into a basin two eggs, add the yolks of two
or three more, one heaped tablespoonful of fine flour,

the same quantity, or more, according to taste, of

caster sugar, and a very small pinch of salt. Beat the

whole together, and when quite smooth, stir in, a little

at a time, a pint of cold milk. Strain the mixture into a

saucepan; put this on the fire and stir continuously.
When it begins to get warm, mix in one ounce of the best

fresh butter, melted on the fire till it assumes a light brown
colour. Now add to the custard the thin rind of a fresh

lemon, or a pod of vanilla or any other flavouring essence

that is liked
;
the custard having become sufficiently thick,

continue the stirring till it is almost cold, then add to it a

couple of macaroons finely pounded, and put it on one side.

Roll some puff-paste into a sheet, a quarter to three-eighths
of an inch thick ; lay it on a baking sheet, and on it make
a layer of the frangipane half to three-quarters of an inch

thick, till within one inch of the edge ; moisten it all round
with water, and cover with another sheet of puff paste of

the same thickness as the first. With the help of a flan

mould, or circle, cut the tourte to a regular shape, round,
or oval, ornament the top with light devices of puff-paste,
mark some design all round it, glaze over the top with

beaten egg, and bake in a moderate oven till well coloured.

E
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MENU, XVIIL
POTAGE BRUNOISE AUX PATES D'ITALIE.

FILETS DE SOLES, SAUCE MOTJSSELINE.

GROUSE EN SALMIS.

FILET DE B(EUF A LA PALESTINE.

POIRES EN SURPRISE.

Potage Brnnoise Aux Pates d'ltalie (Bnmoise

Soup with Italian Paste). Take two dessertspoonfuls
of small Italian paste and put it in a saucepan with

plenty of fast boiling, salted water. When sufficiently

cooked, put the paste on a sieve to drain. In the

meantime take equal quantities of carrots, celery, turnips,

and onions, cut them all up into the shape of very small

cubes, and fry them in butter, with pepper and salt to taste,

till they begin to take colour, putting in first the carrots,

then the celery, next the onions, and lastly the turnips.

Then add a sufficient quantity of good stock, bring to the

boil, and let the whole simmer for about two hours and a

half, or till the vegetables are thoroughly tender. Put the

Italian paste at the bottom of the soup tureen, pour in the

soup and vegetables, made as hot as possible, and serve.

Parmesan cheese may be handed round if liked.

Filets de Soles, Sauce Monsseline (Fillets of

Sole, Mousseline Sauce). Take the fillets from two or

three soles, tie each in a knot, place them in a buttered

tin, season them with pepper and salt, put a sheet of

buttered paper over them, and cook them in a moderate

oven for about ten minutes. When done, drain off

the butter, dish all the fillets in a circle and pour over

them the following sauce : Beat up the yolks of four eggs
in a small saucepan, add a gill of double cream, a couple of

ounces of butter, and pepper and salt to taste. Put the
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saucepan on a very gentle fire, and never cease stirring till

the sauce thickens, adding during the process a few drops
of lemon-juice.

Grouse en Salmis (Salmi of Grouse). Roast a brace

of grouse, let them get cold, then carve in neat joints

the wings, the legs, and the breast. Chop up the rest

of the birds, and put them and the trimmings into a

saucepan with a small slice of bacon, a couple of carrots,

a shallot, one clove, a small sprig of thyme, a few

trimmings of mushrooms, and some whole pepper and
salt to taste. Add a wine-glassful of port wine or

brandy, and fill up the saucepan with common stock.

Put the saucepan at the side of the fire and let it simmer
for a couple of hours ; then strain the liquid, let it reduce

for twenty minutes, thicken it carefully with a voux of flour

and butter, and put it on one side. Put the joints carved

from the birds into a saucepan, pour the sauce (cold) over

them, and place the saucepan by the side of the fire to

slowly simmer until the contents are very hot. Dress them
on a dish and pour the sauce over, garnishing with sippets

of bread fried in butter.

Filet de Boeuf a la Palestine (Fillet of Beef with

Jerusalem Artichokes). Take a nice fillet of beef, trim

it neatly, and lard it on one side, not too finely, with

fat bacon. Tie a piece of buttered paper over the

larding and roast the fillet at a brisk fire, removing the

paper to let the larding take colour a few minutes before

serving. Serve garnished with Jerusalem artichokes pre-

pared as follows: "Wash and peel some fine Jerusalem

artichokes, cut from them some balls the size of a large

marble, put them into plenty of boiling salted water, and
let them cook for two minutes. Then strain them on to a

sieve, place them in a clean stewpan with an ounce of

butter, pepper and salt, and enough stock to cover them.

Put them on the fire to boil, then remove them to the side

P O
1.
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of the stove to simmer gently, shaking them and turning
them occasionally. When the balls of artichoke are quite

tender and the stock has reduced to a glaze they are

ready.

Hand round also at the same time Fried Potatoes

prepared in the following manner : Peel some potatoes, cut

them into slices a quarter of an inch thick, and divide each

slice lengthwise in strips a quarter of an inch wide. Lay all

these in a cloth and dry them with it. Have a panful of

boiling lard or clarified dripping. Put the potatoes in the

frying basket a few at a time, plunge them into the boiling

lard, and never cease shaking the basket until the potatoes
are cooked and are of a light straw colour. Sprinkle them

plentifully with very fine salt, and tuna them out of the

basket on a cloth in front of the fire, to let the fat evaporate
from them, and serve.

Foires en Surprise (Surprise Pears). Peel some

large cooking pears, cut them in two, making one half

larger than the other on which the stalk should be left,

and cut out the core from every piece, making rather

a large hollow in the centre of each. Put three-quarters

of a pound of sugar in a large, shallow stewpan with

a pint of water and about a dessert-spoonful of cochineal.

Directly the syrup has come to the boil, put in the

smaller pieces of pear, with a few cloves and a small

piece of cinnamon, and let them simmer very gently
till quite tender. Then lift them out, drain them weD, and

put in the large halves of the pears, and when they are done

remove the saucepan from the fire and let the peal's get

cold in their own liquor. The object of cooking the two

halves of the pears separately is because they must be laid

flat in the stewpan, not one on the top of the other. In the

meantime, take a dozen and a half crystallised cherries, and

cut each into eight pieces. Then put into a basin half a

tablespoonful of " cream of rice," and add gradually the

yolks of three eggs, beaten up with half a pint of milk.
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Sweeten to taste, and flavour with a little essence of vanilla.

Strain this into a double saucepan, and stir it over the fire

until the mixture is of the consistency of very thick custard.

Then take it off the fire, add the pieces of cherry, and put
it away in a cool place. When cold, fill each of the larger

pieces of pear with the custard, and cover them with the

smaller pieces, so as to completely hide the contents, and in

putting the halves of pears together be careful to pair them

correctly. Strain the liquor into a sugar-boiler, reduce it

on a quick fire until it is quite thick, then let it get some-

what cool. Arrange the pears on a dish, small side

downwards, pour over them the syrup, and serve cold.

MENU, XIX*

POTAGE CLERMONT.

BOUDINS DE MERLANS EN SUPREME.

NOISETTES DE MOUTON AUX EPINARDS.

CANARDS SAUVAGES: SAUCE ORANGE.

CHOUPLETJR AH GRATIN.

Fotage Clermont (White Haricot Bean Soup).
Boil three-quarters of a pint of white haricot beans

in three or four pints of second stock with two small

onions, a carrot, a bay-leaf, some parsley, a pinch of

thyme, two or three cloves, some peppercorns, and salt.

Let the whole simmer for about four hours, stirring

it occasionally. Then pass all through a hair sieve

with the exception of the carrot, herbs, etc. Return the

puree to a clean saucepan, let it boil up, add a small pat of
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butter, and lastly, a tablespoonful of hot cream. Serve

with small dice of bread fried in butter.

Boudiiis de Merlans en Supreme (Boudins of

Whiting with Supreme Sauce). Cut the fillets from

some whitings, put them on one side, then chop up
the bones and put them into a saucepan with one or two

sliced onions, a small piece of celery, a bunch of sweet

herbs, pepper and salt to taste, three or four mushrooms,
and a pint of white stock or water. Bring to the boil, let it

simmer for an hour and a half, and then strain. Pound
the fillets of whiting in a mortar, pass the paste through a

wire sieve, and put it between two plates till wanted. Soak

in a little milk four ounces of the crumb of a Vienna loaf,

when perfectly soft, put it in a cloth and wring out all the

moisture from it. Then put the bread in a saucepan on

the fire with a little more milk, and stir it with a wooden

spoon until it forms a veiy dry and toughish paste. It

must not be allowed to brown. Mix with this panada, as it

is called, while it is still hot, the yolks of two eggs, and put
it on one side. When cool, add to it half a pound of the

pounded whiting, four ounces of butter, a little grated

nutmeg, pepper and salt. Beat and pound these all well

together with another whole egg. Test the mixture by

poaching a small piece of it, and if not firm enough add

another egg. Have ready some well buttered dariole

moulds holding about a gill, and fill them rather more than

three-parts full with the mixture. Put a piece of folded

paper at the bottom of a large stewpan, pour in a pint of

hot water, and in this place the little moulds, covered with

a piece of buttered paper, to cook gently for about fifteen

minutes. In the meantime melt in a saucepan two ounces

of butter, amalgamate well with it a tablespoonful of flour,

and add gradually the strained stock prepared from the

fish trimmings, etc. Stir till it boils, then add a spoonful
or more of cream, pepper and salt if necessary, and let the

sauce reduce till wanted. When the boudins are cooked
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sufficiently, turn them out very carefully on a clean cloth,

dish them up quickly, and pour over and round them the

above sauce strained.

Noisettes de Mouton anx Epinards (Fillets of

Mutton with Spinach). Take a piece of the best end.

of a neck of mutton, remove all the bone, trim off any

superfluous fat and skin, and then cut from it some

slices about three-quarters of an inch thick, and trim

them into nicely-formed fillets. Sprinkle them with pepper
and salt, and fry them in hot butter over a brisk fire ; when

they are done on both sides add a small piece of glaze

previoiisly dissolved. Tuna the fillets over in it, and dish

them up in a circle with their own gravy, and with spinach
in the centre prepared as follows : Pick and wash about

three pounds of spinach, and put it in a saucepan on the

fire without any water, to cook for about fifteen minutes.

When done, drain it in a colander, squeeze out all the

moisture, and pass the spinach through a hair sieve.

Return it then to a clean saucepan in which an ounce and

a half of butter has been melted, and season with pepper
and salt. Stir well, and having added a tablespoonful of

good gravy, let the spinach simmer slowly for about twenty
minutes, stirring it occasionally with a wooden spoon.
When it is of the right consistency, take it off the fire and

use at once.

Canards Sauvages (Wild Ducks). Take two wild

ducks, and roast them at a fierce fire, more or less under-

done according to taste (about a quarter of an hour).

Baste them all the time with butter and the juice of a

lemon, and serve with the following sauce in a boat :

Sauce Orange. Cut the very thin rind of two oranges
Seville oranges when obtainable shred it very finely,

like carrots for Julienne soup, then parboil it, Melt
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one ounce of butter in a sauce-pan, and amalgamate with

it a dessertspoonful of potato flour moistened with a little

water. Stir well, and then add the juice of the oranges

strained, and some very good clear gravy ; flavour with

pepper and salt and the least bit of cayenne ; then add

the parboiled strips of rind. Let the sauce boil, and
then keep it hot in the bain-marie till wanted. A little

lemon juice must be added if the oranges are particularly

sweet.

Choufleur an Gratiu (Cauliflower with Cheese).

Trim a good-sized cauliflower, soak it in cold water

with a lump of salt, and boil it in plenty of boiling

salted water for ten to fifteen minutes. Then remove

it, cut a slice off the stalk, take away all the green leaves,

and lay it carefully on a flat buttered dish previously

rubbed with a shallot, and prepare the following sauce :

Melt one ounce and a half of butter in a saucepan, add a

heaped dessertspoonful of finely sifted flour, mix well, and

then add gradually rather less than a tumblerful of milk.

Stir till the sauce thickens, add pepper and salt to taste,

and two or three tablespoonfuls of grated Parmesan cheese.

Mix well, and pour the sauce over the cauliflower, covering
the sides with the help of a palette-knife. Sprinkle on the

top plenty of pale-brown breadcrumbs, and place the cauli-

flower in a hot oven till it is a nice brown colour. Serve as

it is inside another dish.
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MENU, XX,
POTAGE QUEUE DE BOEUP

CABILLAUD; SAUCE CELADON.

ESCALOPES DE VEAU A L'ANGLAISE.

CAILLES EOTIES ; SALADE.

GATEAU A LA TAKTABIE.

Potage Queue de Boeuf (Ox-tail Soup). Take two

small ox-tails, divide them at the joints, cutting the

larger portions into pieces about an inch in length, and

let them all soak for some time in lukewarm water.

Put a small piece of butter at the bottom of a stew-

pan, add the pieces of ox-tail, and when they have

commenced to brown add three pints of boiling water

with a teaspoonful and a half of salt. Bring to the

boil, skim it carefully, and then add a little cold water

at intervals to assist the scum to rise. Afterwards add

three onions, three carrots, one turnip, a head of celery

(if obtainable), parsley, thyme, a bay-leaf, whole pepper,

three or four cloves, and a rasher of lean bacon. Let the

whole simmer gently for about three hours and a half. The
meat from the ox-tails must be perfectly tender, and come off

easily from the bones. Then drain the ox-tails on a sieve,

trim each piece neatly, and put them in the soup-tureen.

Strain the soup through a napkin, remove all fat, add more

salt and pepper if necessary, return to the saucepan, bring
to the boil, and pour it into the tureen on the pieces of

ox-tail.

\

Cabillaud ; Sauce Celadon (Cod with Celadon Sauce).

Take a piece of codfish, weighing about three pounds,

tie it up with string, and cook it gently in plenty of

boiling salted water. When done it will take about

twenty minutes drain it thoroughly put it on a dish
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on a folded napkin and garnish with parsley, and serve

with the following sauce in a boat : Take some parsley,

chives, tarragon, and two or three leaves of spinach.

Pound all these in a mortar, and squeeze the juice through
muslin. Then put the yolks of two eggs into a basin, with

salt and pepper to taste, and half a teaspoonful of flour of

mustard
;
mix all well together, and add, drop by drop,

some good salad oil. When the mixture begins to get very

thick, add the oil by teaspoonfuls, stirring the sauce quickly
the whole time, and when the required quantity of sauce

has been made, add gradually about a tablespoonful of

French vinegar, the quantity varying according to taste.

Then mix in a tablespoonful of thick cream, and lastly, the

green juice, adding just enough to give the sauce a light

gi-een colour. Keep in a cool place until the time of serving.

Escalopes de Veau a L'Anglaise (Collops of Veal
a 1'Anglaise). Cut from a piece of fillet of veal

a number of slices about half an inch thick
; from these

cut out the escalopes by means of a round cutter, two
inches and a half in diameter, and a sharp knife. Dip
them one by one in a beaten-up egg, then pass them in

breadcrumbs, with which pepper and salt, together with a

little powdered thyme and veiy finely minced parsley have
been mixed. Let them rest for five or ten minutes covered

up with a cloth, then arrange them in the frying basket and

fry them in hot lard till they have taken a light brown
colour. Dish them in a circle on a bed of spinach alternately
with slices of streaky bacon cut to the shape of the escalopes
and also fried. G-amish the dish with lemon cut in quarters
and hand round pommes de terre sautees if desired.

Cailles Roties (Roast Quails). Tie a thin slice of

fat bacon over the breast of each quail, and roast them at a

clear fire for fifteen minutes, basting them frequently.

Lastly sprinkle freely with salt and serve each quail on a
well-buttered crouton of toast.
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Salade Barbe de Capucin (Endive Salad). Take
a particular sort of endive, called in French barbe de

capucin, and after having carefully picked and broken
it into convenient pieces, place them in a salad bowl,

previously rubbed with a shallot. Add a dressing
of oil and vinegar in the proportion of three to one,

mixed with a little English or French mustard, and
salt and pepper to taste. Mix the salad well, sprinkle on
the surface some finely chopped Tarragon, and send to table

at once.

Gateau a la Tartarie (Rhubarb Gateau). Take the

weight of three eggs in sugar and flour. Put the sugar in a

saucepan, barely cover it with water, and boil it to a syrup.
In the meantime break three eggs into a basin, which place
inside another half full of boiling water, and begin to whisk

the eggs gently, then add the sugar directly it has boiled,

and go on whisking till the mixture becomes lighter in colour

and of the consistency of thick cream. Now mix in the

flour very lightly, add a few drops of essence of vanilla, and
bake in a plain border mould, previously buttered, in a

moderate oven. The mould must only be three-parts filled,

but if the cake by chance runs over the sides of the mould
it must be trimmed evenly after it is turned out. When the

sponge cake is quite cold, glaze all the outside with apricot

jam, which has been slightly warmed and passed through a

sieve. Then blanch some pistachio nuts, chop them up
rather finely, and take half their quantity of white

crystallized sugar. Colour half of the sugar a deep pink
with cochineal, and when thoroughly dry mix all well

together, and sprinkle the whole over the outside of the

sponge cake. Next take a pound or more of forced rhubarb,

and after having wiped it, cut it in pieces about two inches

long. Boil a pint of water and three-quarters of a pound
of sugar to a syrup in a large shallow stewpan. Add a

teaspoonful of lemon-juice and a few drops of cochineal,

and then put in as much of the rhubarb as can be laid at
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the bottom of the saucepan. Let it simmer very gently
indeed at the side of the fire, and as the rhubarb becomes

sufficiently tender it must not be over done lift the pieces

out carefully on to a dish. They should not take more
than ten minutes, and great care must be taken to keep the

lengths whole. Proceed in the same manner with the rest

of the rhubarb, and when all has been done leave it to get

cold, and place it carefully, free from all juice or syrup,

piled up in the centre of the sponge cake prepared as above.

Strain the syrup in the saucepan, and boil it till it is some-

what reduced. When cold pour it round the outside of the

gateau just before sending it to table.

MENU. XXL
CONSOMME AU TAPIOCA.

CABILLAUD A LA BECHAMEL.

POULET SAUTE A L'ESTRAOON.

POUSSES DE NAVETS AUX (EUFS POCHES.

CREME A LA RUSSE.

Consomme an Tapioca (Tapioca Soup). Put some
well-flavoured consomme into a large saucepan, let it boil

up, then add slowly some French tapioca the fine sort that

is used for soups allowing not more than one teaspoonful
for every guest. Stir constantly, especially at first ; let the

tapioca boil gently at the side of the stove for a quarter of

an hour, and when it is cooked the soup is ready.

Consomme* (Clear Stock). Take three pounds and a half

of shin of beef and half a pound of knuckle of veal, take
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the meat off the bones, removing all fat and skin, and cut up
the lean part into pieces about one inch and a half square.
Put these into a frying pan with one ounce of butter, and fry
them over a good fire till they are a dark brown colour.

Ten minutes after having put the frying pan on the fire add

three small onions, cut up in slices, which must be fried

with the meat ; when it is quite ready, empty into the stock-

pot the contents of the frying-pan, rinsing out the latter

two or three times with altogether a quart of boiling water;

add also to the stock-pot two more quarts of boiling water,

then the bones broken up, and the following vegetables,

etc. : Three onions, six carrots, three small turnips, a piece

of celery, a leek, a bay leaf, a little parsley, thyme, and

marjoram, in due proportions, a small blade of mace, two

or three cloves, peppercorns, and salt. Bring the water to

the boil, take off any scum, and then add a pint of cold

water at intervals to assist the scum to rise. Let the soup
come to the boil and then simmer slowly for about eight

hours. If all the scum is carefully removed, and the soup
is only allowed to simmer, it will not require to be cleared

at all. Strain the soup through a cloth that has been

wrung out in cold water, and leave it to get cold. The next

day, all the fat (of which there should not be much) can

easily be removed. No colouring will be necessary.

Cabilland a la Bechamel (Cod with Bechamel sauce).

Melt one ounce and a half of butter in a saucepan, mix
with it one ounce of flour, and then add gradually one pint

of milk, which has been previously allowed to simmer with

an onion and a carrot sliced, a bunch of sweet herbs, two or

three cloves, a grate of nutmeg, whole pepper and salt, and

afterwards strained. Bring the sauce to the boil, and add

two or three tablespoonfuls of cream with pepper and salt

to taste ; stir well, then put in about two pounds of cod,

previously boiled and divided into flakes, being thoroughly
freed from skin and bones. Shake all together very gently

until the whole is thoroughly hot, and then turn out into a
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silver entree dish and garnish with three hard-boiled eggs,

cut in quarters lengthwise.

Poulet Saute a 1'Estragon (Chicken Saute with

Tarragon). Cut up a good-sized chicken (raw) as neatly

and as skilfully as possible. The leg bones should be cut

off short, the flesh being first pushed back, the sinews round

it having been cut, and when the bone is chopped off, the

flesh should be drawn forward again so as not to leave the

leg bone sticking out when the piece of leg is cooked.

When the pieces of fowl have all been neatly trimmed,

sprinkle them with pepper and salt, and toss them in a

saucepan with plenty of butter and a rasher of bacon cut in

dice, till they are quite cooked. In the meantime, put some

tarragon stalks into a saucepan with a tumblerful of clear

gravy or very good stock. When it has boiled for half an

hour, dish up the pieces of fowl, pour the gravy over them

strained, and sprinkle on the surface some tarragon leaves,

previously blanched and roughly chopped. Mashed potatoes

may accompany this dish.

Pousses de Navets aux (Eufs Poches (Turnip-tops
with Poached Eggs). Pass through a hair sieve a quantity
of turnip-tops previously boiled in salted water. Melt in a

saucepan a couple of ounces of butter, add the turnip-top

puree with pepper and salt to taste, and work it on the fire

till it is of the desired consistency, adding a few table-

spoonfuls of grated Parmesan cheese. Should the turnip-

tops get too dry, add a little milk or cream. Make a bed

of the puree, which should be rather stiff, in a dish, put
round it a circle of triangular croutons of bread, placed on

end and fried a light golden colour. On the bed of turnip -

tops lay some eggs, poached in water with a little vinegar
in it, and neatly trimmed with a round fluted cutter.

Creme a la Russe (Russian Cream). Put into a sauce-

pan a pint of milk, half a pound of lump sugar, the grated
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rind of three lemons, and one ounce of gelatine, previously
soaked in a little water. Dissolve all these over the fire,

then let the mixture cool for a short time, and stir in the

yolks of three eggs, which are not to be beaten, and place
it on the fire to curdle. Afterwards strain, and when cool,

add the juice of three lemons and the whites of the eggs
beaten to a stiff froth. Stir all quickly together and pour
into a wet mould. Turn out when set.

MENU. XXIL
CONSOMME DON CABLOS.

ROTJGETS EN PAPILLOTES.

COTELETTES DE MOUTON A LA BRUNOISE.

BEIGNETS DE CHAMPIGNONS.

GATEAU DE SAISON.

Consomme Don Carlos (Don Carlos Soup). Whisk

lightly the yolks and whites of two eggs, season with pepper
and salt, and add enough water to allow of two small dariole

moulds (buttered), being filled with the mixture. Place the

moulds in a stewpan half filled with cold water, bring to the

boil and then let the water simmer gently at the side of the

stove till the custard is set. Leave them to get cold, turn

them oiit, cut each mould of custard into slices rather more
than one-eighth of an inch thick and cut these out again
with a cutter into round lozenges about one-third of an

inch in diameter ; place them carefully when done into the

soup tureen, then cut some carrots into the shape of peas,

put them in a saucepan on the fire with enough stock to

cover them, and let them cook till quite tender. When in
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season, take also about a dozen and a half asparagus stalks,

cook them in boiling salted water, drain them thoroughly
and cut up the tender part into pieces about one-third of an

inch long. Put all theseinto thetureenwiththree-pennyworth
of picked shrimps, which should be scalded in boiling water

and thoroughly drained, and at the time of serving add as

much clear stock as may be wanted.

Rougets en Fapillotes (Red Mullets in cases). Make
a paper case for each mullet with a sheet of note paper, oil

them well and put them in the oven for a few minutes to

harden. Then sprinkle the under sides of the mullets with

pepper and salt, and lay them in their respective cases with

a small piece of butter over and underneath each. Place

the papers on a baking-tin and put them in the oven to

cook for about twenty minutes, if small. When serving

sprinkle them well with a little lemon juice.

Cotelettes de Moutoii a la Brunoise (Mutton cut-

lets with vegetables). Take a piece of the best end of a

neck of mutton, saw off the chine bone and the upper end of

the ribs; trim off all fat and cut the neck into cutlets,

leaving a bone to each. Then with a sharp knife, cut away
the sinewy skin adhering to each side of the bone, remove

every particle of fat and trim the cutlets neatly, leaving a

nice round piece of lean to each. Place them now side by
side in a large stew-pan, cover them with some boiling well-

flavoured stock or gravy, and leave them to simmer gently
for an hour and a half with the lid of the stewpan on. For

the garnish, take equal quantities of turnips, onions and

celery, and double the quantity of carrots, all cut into cubes

about a quarter of an inch square. Fry these in butter till

they begin to take colour, putting in first the carrots, then

the celery, then the onions and lastly the turnips. When
all the vegetables are equally fried, drain them on a sieve

and put them to finish cooking in some common stock (just

enough to cover them) for an hour or till they are quite
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tender. Twenty minutes before the cutlets are done, drain

off nearly all the stock in which they have been cooking, and

let it reduce by boiling it very quickly over a clear fire. At

the time of serving, dress the cutlets in a circle, heap up the

vegetables (drained) in the centre and pour the gravy all

over them. Mashed potatoes may accompany if liked.

Beignets de Champignons (Mushroom Fritters). Put

into a basin two ounces and a half of flour, add to it half a

gill of water and half a tablespoonful each of salad oil and

of brandy, with a pinch of salt. Beat well for at least ten

minutes till the mixture is perfectly smooth and free from

all lumps, then stir in the yolk of an egg, beat again for two

or three minutes and in two hours' time mix in very lightly

and quickly the white of the egg whisked to a stiff froth,

Dip into this batter some mushrooms, which have been

marinaded for an hour in oil with pepper and salt. Have

ready a large panful of boiling fat, place the frying basket

in the fat and drop each fritter into it from the end of a

spoon. Take them out directly they turn a golden colour,

drain them well and serve them sprinkled with fine salt and

hand round at the same time some rich brown gravy,
flavoured with mushrooms.

Gateau de Saison (Gateau de Saison). Make a sponge
cake mixture with three eggs and the weight of two in sugar
and flour, bake it in a fancy mould with a hollow in the

centre (one holding about a pint and a half). The mould
must not be filled up to the top, room being left for the

sponge cake to rise. Turn it out carefully when done on a

wire sieve and leave it to get cold. In the meantime melt

in a saucepan ten ounces of sugar and a gill of water, bring
it to the boil and then add one pound of red currants and

half a pound of raspberries all carefully picked ; boil the

whole for ten minutes, then pass through a hair sieve.

Put all the pulp or thick part that adheres to the inside of

the sieve in the centre of the sponge cake, which should be

F
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placed on the dish in which it is going to be served. Pour

the juice into a small saucepan and let it boil fast for five

minutes or till fairly thick, then strain it and pour it into

the dish all over the cake in which a few holes should be

made with a skewer. Keep covering the cake with the

juice in the dish with the aid of a spoon and when the cake

is well soaked and has a nice red glaze, put it away in the

cool. At the time of serving, whisk up very stiffly a gill of

cream, sweetened to taste and pile it up on the top of the

fruit pulp in the centre of the cake.

MENU. XXIIL
PTJREE D'HEEBES.

CIVET DE LIEVRE.

LONGE D'AGNEATT AFX POMMES MARQUISES.

HARICOTS VERTS AU RIZ TOMATE.

(ETJPS A L'ANGLAISE.

Puree d'herbes (Vegetable puree Soup). Take two

handfuls of spinach, one of sorrel, the heart of a lettuce,

the white part of a leek, an onion, and a few sprigs of

chervil. Chop all these up finely and put them in a sauce-

pan on the fire with a good sized piece of salt butter, and
let them cook slowly for fifteen minutes, stirring them

continually. Then add half an ounce of flour, stir well and

moisten with a sufficient quantity of second stock. Let the

soup boil up once or twice and then add to it off the fire, the

yolks of two eggs, which should be first beaten up with a

small quantity of the soup and then mixed with the rest.

Serve very hot with croutons of fried bread.
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Civet de Lievre (Jugged Hare). Cut up a hare into

convenient pieces and reserve the blood. Melt a small piece

of butter in a stewpan, add a quarter of a pound of bacon

cut in small pieces, and a dozen and a half small white

onions. Fry them slowly to a golden colour. Then take

out the onions and pieces of bacon and in the same saucepan

fry the pieces of hare, afterwards dredge them with flour,

cook for another five minutes, add a pint of stock and

two glasses of claret with pepper and salt and a bouquet

garni consisting of parsley, a bay leaf, a sprig of thyme,
and half a shallot. A piece of celery is also a great

improvement. Let the whole stew very gently for a couple
of hours. Then add a teaspoonful of claret to the blood of the

hare and strain it into the contents of the saucepan ;
mix all

well together, put in the onions and bacon, which were

cooked at first, and simmer slowly for twenty minutes

longer. At the time of serving remove the bouquet garni and

turn all out into a hot dish. Potatoes may accompany this.

Longe d'agneau rotie (Roast loin of lamb). Choose a

lean loin of lamb, remove all unnecessary fat and roast the

joint at a fairly brisk fire, basting it frequently the whole

time. Just before it is done, sprinkle it with salt and serve

with its own gravy (thoroughly freed from fat), mint sauce

in a boat, and potatoes cooked as follows :

Fommes de terre Marquises (Potato Marquises).
Cut up some potatoes and boil them in salted water.

Pass them through a wire sieve, season them with salt and

pepper, a grate of nutmeg, some chopped parsley and the

least bit of chopped thyme, moisten the whole with a little

good gravy and shape into corks. Dip each into an egg
well beaten and fry a light brown in three ounces of

butter previously melted in a saute pan.

Haricots verts au riz tomate (French beans with

tomato rice). Boil some rice carefully so as to get every

grain separate, then toss it in a little butter and moisten.

F 2
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with, a sufficient quantity of tomato sauce, adding the yolks
of one or two eggs and Parmesan cheese according to taste.

Make a border of this rice in a dish and pile up in the centre

some French, beans plainly boiled and tossed in a little

butter with pepper and salt.

CEufs a 1'Anglaise (Stuffed Eggs). Boil some eggs

quite hard. When cold, remove the shells, cut them in

halves and take out the yolks. Pass these latter through a

sieve and add to them a little butter, some anchovy sauce, a

few drops of tarragon vinegar, some chopped tan-agon and

pepper and salt to taste. Mix all thoroughly into a paste

and fill up the halves of egg with it. Sprinkle a little very

finely chopped beetroot on the surface and keep in the cool

till the time of serving.

POTAGE PARISIEN.

ANGTTILLE EN MATELOTE.

PETITES TIMBALES A LA MILANAISE.

ALOYAU i LA BROCHE.

SOUFFLE AU CITRON.

Fotage Parisian (Parisian Soup). Boil in stock equal

parts of rice and vermicelli. When done, drain and put
them into some well-flavoured consomme. Then add a

dozen sorrel leaves, out Julienne-fashion, let the soup boil

up twice, just to cook the sorrel, and serve.
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Angnille en Matelote (Matelote of Eels). Skin and

cleanse two good-sized eels and cut them into three inch

lengths. Rub a saucepan slightly with garlic, melt in it

two ounces of butter, and add a dozen and a half small

button onions, peeled and blanched
;

toss them about till

they are of a golden colour, then put in the pieces of eel

with some parsley, thyme, bayleaf, cloves, whole pepper
and salt, and add sufficient stock and claret in equal

quantities to well-cover the fish. Bring the whole to the

boil and cook over a brisk fire for about twenty minutes ;

when the pieces of eel are quite tender, strain off nearly all

the liquor into a small clean saucepan and finish cooking
the onions in it, taking care to keep the fish hot in the

meantime. Then take out the onions, free the liquor from

all fat, and thicken it with some arrowroot
; bring to the

boil, add the juice of half a lemon, a teaspoonful of mush-

room catsup, half an ounce of anchovy butter, some

colouring and more pepper and salt if necessary. Add the

onions to the sauce with an equal quantity of button mush-

rooms, which have been previously wanned through in their

own liquor. Dish up the pieces of eel, pour the sauce all

over them and garnish with the onions and mushrooms.

Fetites Timbales a la Milanaise (Little Timbales a

la Milanaise). Boil a cupful of rice in salted water it

should be rather overboiled than not strain it well, then

stir into it a piece of butter melted, the size of an egg, and
a good handful or more of grated Parmesan cheese ; lastly,

work in one or two eggs. Work the mixture well and fill

with it a number of dariole moulds well-buttered. Put

them in the oven for half an hour or till the outside of them
has become a rich golden colour, which can be ascertained

by turning one out. When they are sufficiently baked,

turn them all out, proceed to remove with the handle

of a teaspoon all the inside from each timbale, taking
care not to injure the outside. Keep the moulds warm till

they are wanted. Meanwhile take one part of breast of
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roast fowl, free from skin, one part of foie-gras, and one

part of tongue ; chop these all up coarsely, and put them in

a saiicepan with a few spoonfuls of brown sauce, and let the

whole get warm over a very slow fire. At the time of

serving, having taken out the timbales very carefully from

the moulds, fill them with the mince, and put a button

mushroom on the top of each.

Aloyau zi la Broche (Roast Sirloin of Beef). Trim

the joint neatly, cover it with a buttered paper, and roast it

at a clear brisk fire, basting it frequently. When nearly

done, remove the paper, sprinkle the joint well with salt,

and place it nearer the fire to let it get a good colour.

Serve with the gravy thoroughly freed from fat. Hand
round also plainly boiled potatoes, any green vegetable that

is liked, and horseradish sauce in a boat, prepared as follows :

Sauce Raifort (Horseradish Sauce). Grate finely a

small root of horseradish and well mix with it, off the

fire, a gill of cream slightly whisked, a pinch of sugar,

a little salt, and a tablespoonful of white wine vinegar.

Stir till the sauce is quite smooth, and serve cold.

Souffle an Citron (Lemon Souffle). Put into a basin

four yolks of eggs, and for every yolk allow one ounce of

caster sugar ; add the grated rind of a lemon and a half

and stir the mixture well with a wooden spoon for twenty
minutes till it is quite thick. Then add by degrees a table-

spoonful of lemon juice, and at the last mix in very lightly

and quickly the whites of six eggs which have been beaten

to a stiff froth. Pour the whole in a pie dish, and bake

immediately in a moderate oven for about twenty-five

minutes. The surface should be a golden brown colour.

Put a frill round the pie dish and serve it inside a silver

dish as quickly as possible.
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MENU-XXV,
POTAGE DODDS.

FILETS DE MERLANS A LA CHERBOURG.

NOISETTES DE MOUTON A LA ROUMAINE.

CHOU DE MER A LA MILANAISE.

GATEAU DBS TROIS FRERES.

Potage Dodds (Dodds Soup). Cut with a vegetable

scoop a quantity of carrots into very small balls and
boil them in white stock ; boil also in white stock

and separately a small quantity of turnips cut in

the same way. When the vegetables are done, strain

them into a saucepan, adding as much well-flavoured white

stock as is wanted for soup, together with a few spoonfuls
of French tomato conserve and some plainly boiled rice in

quantity according to taste. Add pepper and salt, bring
the soup to the boiling point and serve.

Filets de Merlans a la Cherbourg (Fillets of Whiting
a la Cherbourg). Take a shallow stewpan, butter it well,

make a layer of roughly chopped mushrooms, on which lay

the fillets of whiting, sprinkled with salt and pepper. Add
a few oysters and moisten the whole with some white wine,

the juice of a lemon and some of the liquor from the oysters,
Put the lid on the stewpan and cook the fillets over a brisk

fire ;
when they are done, take them out carefully and

arrange them on an entree dish. Strain the liquor in which

they were cooked and let it reduce over a very sharp fire,

adding a small piece of butter, then pour it over the fish,

which should have been kept warm in the meantime and

serve as hot as possible.

Noisettes de Mouton a la Houmaine (Fillets of

Mutton, a la Roumaine). Take a piece of the best end of a
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neck of mutton, take away all the bone, trim off any

superfluous fat and skin and then cut it up into fillets from

half to three-quarters of an inch in thickness. Trim them

neatly, flattening them slightly with a cutlet bat, sprinkle

them on both sides with pepper and salt and fry them in

hot butter over a brisk fire. Turn them, and when they
are done on both sides add about one ounce of glaze previ-

ously melted
;
turn the noisettes over in it and dish them up

in a circle alternated with tomatoes prepared as follows :

Choose medium-sized tomatoes as round in shape as possible,

cut off the tops, remove the pips and some of the pulp and

put a small piece of bread in the hollow. Place the tomatoes

on a buttered tin well rubbed with a shallot, cover them
with a buttered paper and cook them in the oven for about

twenty minutes ; then remove the pieces of bread and fill the

tomatoes with some fresh haricot beans (flageolets), which

have been first cooked in boiling salted water and then

drained thoroughly and tossed in plenty of butter with

pepper and salt to taste, and a sprinkling of chopped

parsley.

Chou de Mer a la Milanaise (Sea-kale with Cheese).

Carefully wash and brush the sea-kale to remove any sand

and grit, cut out any black parts from the roots, and tie up
the shoots into small bundles. Cook them in boiling salted

water for about twenty minutes, drain and keep hot. Have

ready mixed on the fire an ounce of butter and a dessert-

spoonful of flour, moisten with half a tumblerful of the

water in which the sea-kale was cooked, bring to the boil

and then mix in two or three tablespoonfuls of grated
Parmesan cheese, and add, off the fire, the yolk of an egg.

Arrange the sea-kale on a dish, pour the sauce over and
serve at once.

Gateau des Trois-Preres (" Trois-Freres
"

Gateau).

Put six eggs into a basin, add six ounces of caster sugar
and beat them well together for a quarter of an hour. Then
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mix in grachially three ounces of ground rice, and three

ounces of finely sifted flour, and afterwards three ounces of

fresh butter, just liquefied, but not made at all hot. Mix

thoroughly, adding at the last half an ounce of bitter

almonds, and one ounce of sweet almonds, finely ground.
Take a trois-freres mould, i.e., a fancy mould with a hollow

in the centre, butter it well, fill it with the above paste and

bake in a moderate oven. When the cake is done, turn it

out, leave it to get cold and then glaze it all over with

apricot jam slightly heated and passed through a sieve.

Pour over it all a strong syrup made with sugar and water,

and brush over the inside of the cake with it also. Before

it has time to dry, ornament the top with candied cherries

and almonds, blanched and cut in halves. Fill the centre

with a compote of apricots or any other fruit that may be

preferred.

MENU-XXYL
A MAIGRE DINNER.

POTAOE DE POIREAUX AU RlZ.

BRANDADE DE MORUE.

OMELETTE AU CRESSON DE FONTAINE.

CELERI RAVE AU PARMESAN.

STOCKHOLM PUDDING.

Fotage de Poireaux au Biz (Leek and Rice Soup).
Take seven medium-sized leeks and one large carrot ; cut

them up in thin slices and fry them in two ounces

of dripping till they are a golden brown colour. Then
have ready in a saucepan about three pints of boiling
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water, add to it the leeks and carrot with an onion stuck

with cloves, a tiny bit of mace, a pinch of thyme, a bay leaf,

whole pepper and salt. Let the vegetables boil gently for

about two hours and a half, and when they are perfectly

soft, pass the whole through a hair sieve and return to a clean

saucepan, adding more salt and pepper to taste if necessary.
Have ready four tablespoonfuls of rice, previously boiled in

the usual manner and thoroughly drained, add it to the leek

soup at the last moment, bring quickly to the boil, and
serve with grated Parmesan cheese handed on a separate

plate.

Brandade de Morue (Salt Cod-fish). Soak a piece of

salt cod-fish for about twenty-four hours, changing the

water several times. Then place it in a stewpan, cover it

with cold water, bring it to the boil, and having previously
removed all scum, let it simmer at the side of the fire for

about fifteen minutes. Drain the fish and when cold, skin

it and divide it into flakes. Bub a saucepan well with a

shallot or garlic, whichever is preferred, add two ounces of

butter, and when melted, fry in it a little grated onion for

about five minutes, and then put in the flakes of fish. Toss

well so that all the butter is absorbed, then add by degrees,

alternately and in very small quantities, some salad oil and
milk (or cream). Keep tossing, shaking and stirring the

fish the whole time till it is quite thick and creamy. Add

lastly a grate of nutmeg, a little white pepper, and the juice

of a lemon. Serve piled up on a dish ; sprinkle the surface

with finely chopped parsley and surround the whole with

fried sippets of bread.

Omelette au Cresson de Fontaine (Watercress

Omelet). Beat up five or six eggs in a basin with a fork,

add a tablespoonful of milk, pepper and salt to taste, and

some roughly chopped watercress. Put about one ounce of

butter in an omelet pan, let it get as hot as possible without

burning, then pour in the beaten eggs. As the mixture
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begins to set, lift it up with a small slice to let the uncooked

liquid part run in its place, and keep the omelet as much as

possible towards the centre of the pan (i.e., do not let it

spread out too thin, especially when using rather a large

pan) ;
the omelet will only take a minute or two to cook and

the underneath part should be a golden brown and the

surface very soft and slightly liquid. Directly it is suffi-

ciently set, slip the omelet from the pan into a warm dish,

letting it roll over as you do so, so that it will assume its

ordinary folded shape. Serve at once.

Celeri Rave an Parmesan (Celeriac with Cheese).

Peel some roots of celeriac, cook them in plenty of boiling

salted water and when tender drain them thoroughly, cut

them in slices and arrange them in layers on a well-buttered

dish. Then melt in a saucepan one ounce of butter, add a

dessertspoonful of flour, and when thoroughly mixed, pour
in gradually three gills of milk, stir till the sauce boils, and

then add two tablespoonfuls of grated Parmesan cheese.

Pour this sauce all over the celeriac and send to table at

once.

Stockholm Pudding. Stew half a pound of French

plums in a gill of sherry diluted with an equal quantity of

water. When they are quite tender stone them carefully.

Blanch one ounce and a half of sweet almonds and half an
ounce of bitter almonds, and chop them up finely. Put a

layer of the plums in a cake mould, about three inches high
and five inches in diameter. On the top of the plums

sprinkle half of the chopped almonds, and over them put a

layer of ratafias (six ounces will be sufficient for the whole

pudding). Then repeat the process, adding the rest of the

plums, some more almonds, and another layer of ratafias.

Press them well down, and then the jar being about three

parts full, pour on the top of all, three eggs beaten up with

a small jar of Cornish or Devonshire cream and sweetened

to taste. Cover the mould with a buttered paper and steam
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it in boiling water for about forty-five minutes. Turn it

out carefully when done and serve cold with a custard sauce

poured all over the pudding.

MENU-XXYIL
CONSOMME A LA MONTE CARLO.

FILETS DE SOLES A LA CARDINAL.

NOISETTES D'AGNEAIT CENDBILLON.

COURGE AU GRATIN.

CREPES A LA FRA^AISE.

Consomme a la Monte Carlo (Monte Carlo Soup).
Take a truffle, cut it into slices, and with a column cutter

cut from each slice as many rounds as can be had the size of

a sixpence. Treat in the same way some Spanish red sweet

peppers (pimientos dulces), so as to have equal quantities of

both. Put all the rounds into a saucepan with as much
consomme as may be necessary. Add salt to taste, bring

slowly to the boil and serve.

Filets de Soles a la Cardinal (Fillets of Sole with

Prawns). Butter a flat tin, lay in it the fillets of sole,

sprinkle them with pepper and salt, and pour in enough
white wine and fish stock to almost cover them; put a

buttered paper on the top and place the tin in the oven for

ten to fifteen minutes. Arrange the fillets on a dish with

the following sauce poured over them : Pound about twenty

prawns in a mortar with some butter, having removed the

shells of the tails ; pass this paste through a hair sieve and

<lilute it with fish stock to the desired consistency. Mix on
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the fire a small piece of butter with some flour, gradually
add the above puree, flavour with a little pepper and nutmeg,
and stir the sauce some little time till it is perfectly smooth.

If necessary, improve the colour of the sauce by pounding
some lobster spawn with the prawns.

Noisettes d'Agneati Cendrillon (Fillets of Lamb
with Cendrillon garnish). Take the fillet from a loin of

lamb, cut it in slices about three quarters of an inch thick,

trim them all very neatly and cook them in a saute-pan
with plenty of butter and a good sprinkling of salt. They
should be underdone. Put each slice on an artichoke

bottom, previously cooked in stock, mask each with some

well-reduced puree of onions (Soubise) and add a sprinkling

of gi*ated Parmesan cheese and a little butter melted. Put

them in the oven to take colour, put a fine slice of truffle

warmed in gravy on each and serve at once.

Courge au Gratin (Vegetable marrow au Gratin).

Boil a good-sized vegetable marrow till rather more than

three-parts done, divide it lengthwise, remove the pips, cut

each piece in half transversely and lay the marrow on a

well-buttered dish, previously rubbed with a shallot. In

the meantime melt one ounce and a half of butter or

dripping in a saucepan, add a tablespoonful of flour, and

when thoroughly mixed, stir in by degrees rather more than

half a pint of milk. Bring the sauce to the boil, then add

pepper and salt to taste, and two tablespoonfuls of grated
Parmesan cheese ; pour the sauce over the marrow, sprinkle

the surface with a mixture of fine breadcrumbs and

grated cheese, and place the dish in a brisk oven till the

surface is of a light brown colour. Serve the marrow on

the same dish, which should be placed inside another one.

Crepes a la Francaise (French Pancakes). Beat

two ounces of butter to a cream with two ounces of caster
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sugar, then add the same weight in flour and when quite

smooth, beat up two eggs in half a pint of milk and add it

to the rest a few drops at a time, stirring vigorously all the

time. Butter four or five saucers, fill them with the mixture

and bake in rather a slow oven. When done turn them out,

place them one on the top of the other with apricot jam
spread in between. Sprinkle the surface with caster sugar,

return to the oven for two or three minutes and then serve

at once.

AN ECONOMICAL DINNER.
POTAGE A LA PUREE DE MARRON8.

FILETS DE MERLANS A LA METTNIERE.

PALAIS DE BCETJF i LA ROBERT.

CARRE DE MOTTTON ROTI.

CHOUX DE BRTTXELLES.

POMMES DE TERRE.

CEUFS FARCIS ATI GRATIN.

OMELETTE SOUFFLEE A LA VANILLE.

Fotage a la Pur6e de Marrons (Chestnut Soup).

Take off the outer skins from a pound and a half of chest-

nuts and put them into a saucepan with plenty of cold water.

When the water boils, drain the chestnuts and remove the

inner skins. Then put them into a clean saucepan, with a

quart of milk and a quart of water, a carrot and an onion

cut in slices, a tiny bit of mace, a bay leaf, a sprig of parsley,

salt and whole pepper. Let it all boil up and then simmer
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very slowly for about two hours. Pass the chestnut puree

through a hair sieve, return it to the saucepan, let it boil

up, add more salt if necessary, and serve with small croutons

of bread (fried in boiling fat) handed on a plate. Cost :

chestnuts, 4|d. ; milk, 4d. ; vegetables and slice of bread,

ld.
; total, lOd.

Filets de Merlans a la Meuniere (Fillets of Whit-

ing) . Take the fillets of two good-sized whitings, cut each

fillet in half, thus making eight pieces. Sprinkle them on

both sides with white pepper and salt and lay them side by
aide in a well-buttered tin, cover them with a buttered

paper and place them in a moderate oven to cook for about

ten minutes. When cooked, take out the fillets of fish

carefully, sprinkle some finely chopped parsley over them
and serve at once. A lemon cut in half should be handed
at the same time. Cost : two whitings, 8d. ; butter, parsley,

and lemon, 2|d. ; total,

Palais de Bceuf a la Robert (Ox Palates) . Wash the

palates in two or three waters, and put them into a saucepan
half full of cold water ; let them boil up once or twice, then

drain off the water and skin them. Put them into a clean

saucepan with just enough cold water to cover them ; add

one or two carrots, a turnip, an onion, a little parsley, and

pepper and salt to taste, and let them simmer for six hours.

Then strain off the liquor into a basin, press the palates

between two dishes, with a heavy weight on the top of them,

and let them remain there for twelve hours. When they
are wanted, cut them out with a sharp cutter into rounds

about two inches in diameter, and make the following sauce :

Chop up one or two onions, dredge them with flour, and fry

them in butter till they are a nice brown colour, add about

half a pint of the liquor in which the ox palates were cooked,

season with pepper and salt, and let the sauce boil up two

or three times. Then put in the ox palates, draw the

saucepan to the side of the fire, and let them simmer for a
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short time, and just before serving add to the sauce a tea-

spoonful of French mustard. Cost : Two ox palates, Is.
;

vegetables, etc., 2d. ; butter, Id.
; total, Is. 3d.

Carre de Mouton Boti (Roast Neck of Mutton).

Take a piece of the best end of a neck of mutton, weighing
about four pounds, trim the joint very neatly, and cut off

the scrag end, seeing that the butcher has cut the bones

very short and separated the joints and also removed the

chine. Proceed to roast the joint, baste it frequently, and.

when done, serve with its own gravy, having thoroughly
freed it from fat. Mash the potatoes with a little butter and

milk, place them on a tin, shape them with a fork, and brown

them in the oven. The Brussels sprouts should be boiled,

then thoroughly drained and tossed in a little butter with

pepper and salt. Cost : Neck of mutton, 3s. 4d.
;
Brussels

sprouts, 3d.; butter, Id.; potatoes, etc., 2|d. ; total, 3s. 10|d.

CEufs Farcis au Gratin (Stuffed Eggs au Grating-
Boil four new laid eggs hard

; when cold, remove the shells

and cut the eggs in half lengthwise. Take out the yolks.

pound them in a mortar, and add to them their weight in

butter and half their weight in crumb of bread moistened

with a little milk. Pound all well together, and when the

ingredients are thoroughly mixed, add some chopped

parsley, the tiniest bit of chopped shallot, a little grated

nutmeg, pepper and salt, and the raw yolks of two eggs.
Fill each half-egg with this mixture, heaping it up as high
as possible, and place it on a buttered dish. Sprinkle on

the top some grated Parmesan cheese, a dusting of pepper
and salt, and then a thin layer of pale brown breadcrumbs.

Put the dish in a brisk oven and serve directly the top is

sufficiently brown. Cost : four eggs and two yolks, 5d. ;

stuffing, etc., 2d. ; total, 7d.

Omelette Souffl6e a la Vanille (Souffle Omelet). Put
into a basin the yolks of four eggs, and add gradually four
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ounces of caster sugar, stirring the whole with a wooden

spoon for about twenty minutes till it is quite light and

frothy, then add a teaspoonful of essence of vanilla. In

another basin put the whites of the four eggs with two more
whites (remaining over from the preceding dish) and a

pinch of salt, and whisk them to a very stiff and firm froth.

Then mix them lightly and quickly with the yolks, etc., and

with a large spoon take up the mixture and pile it round a

dish that will stand the fire, leaving a hollow in the centre ;

bake in a fairly brisk oven for ten or fifteen minutes, and

serve the moment it is done. Cost : Four eggs and two

whites, 5d. ; sugar and vanilla, 2d.
; total, 7d.

Total cost of dinner, 8s., or Is. a head for eight people.

MENU, XXIX),

A CASE DINNEB.

POTAOE 1 L'IBLAHDAISE.

TURBOT A LA CARDINAL.

His DE YEAU AU Jus.

SOUFFLES DE LAPERAU.

PETITS Pois 1 LA FRAH^AISE.

(EtJFS 1 LA CatME.

PETITES CRIMES AU CAFE.

All the above dishes are to be served in small china or paper

ramequin cases, whichever is preferred and i* most

convenient.

Potage a 1'Irlandaise (Soup a 1'Irlandaise). Take the

remnants of a plainly boiled or roasted fowl, and after having
removed all skin, break it up and put it in a stewpan with

o
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a few vegetables not cut up, and about a pint and a half of

water. Let it all boil up, add a slice of crumb of bread, and

leave the whole to simmer for three or four hours. Then
remove the vegetables, and pass the pieces of bread and the

fowl through a hair sieve, adding as much of the liquor as

will make the soup of the right consistency. Return to a

clean saucepan, add pepper and salt and grated nutmeg to

taste ; bring to the boil and mix in three tablespoonfuls of

hot cream. Colour the soup a very pale green with spinach

greening, and put in some good sized French beans previ-

ously boiled in salted water, and cut in the shape of

small diamonds. Serve immediately in china cases rather

larger than the ordinary size.

Turbot a la Cardinal (Turbot with Cardinal sauce).

Melt one ounce of butter and mix with it half an ounce of

flour, with a little salt and pepper and a grate of nutmeg ;

stir well over a slow fire for a few minutes, then add gradually
a gill and a half of milk in which half an onion and a carrot

and a sprig of parsley have been boiled. Continue to stir till

the sauce is quite smooth and thick, then addhalf a saltspoon-

ful of anchovy sauce, and colour the sauce red with lobster

butter made by pounding some lobster spawn with double

the quantity of butter and passing both through a hair

sieve. Then take the remains of a cooked turbot, or part of

a freshly boiled one divided carefully into flakes and

perfectly freed from bones and skin. Add the fish to the

sauce on the fire, and let the whole get thoroughly hot,

stirring it very gently. Then turn out into small china cases

and serve.

His de Vean an Jus (Stewed Sweetbreads in cases).

Trim one or two sweetbreads and soak them for an hour

in luke warm water, then lay them in a saucepan for an

hour with salt, lemon, and sufficient cold water to cover them.

Bring the water to the boil and let them simmer for about

ten minutes, after which lay them in some cold water, and
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when cool cut them into convenient pieces, and toss them
in a saute-pan with plenty of butter till they begin to take

colour, adding a shallot finely minced. Moisten with some
well-flavoured brown gravy, cover with a slice of fat bacon,

and let the pieces of sweetbread simmer till they are quite

tender, moistening with more gravy if necessary. Have

ready some paper cases, which have been well oiled and

dried in the oven for a quarter of an hour, fill them with the

pieces of sweetbread, pour a little of the gravy into each,

and serve at once.

Souffles de Laperan (Souffles of rabbit). Pound the

whitemeat of one or two rawrabbitswith alittlebutter, pepper
and salt, one or two mushrooms, the least bit of shallot, and a

grate of nutmeg. Pass this paste through a hair sieve,

work into it a little white sauce, then as many yolks of eggs
as there are ounces of rabbit when passed through the

sieve. The mixture should be of the consistency of a puree
or very thick cream. Lastly, mix in quickly the whites of

two eggs whisked to a stiff froth. Fill paper cases with the

mixture, bake quickly in a good oven, and serve without

delay.

Petits Pois a la Francaise (Peas a la Franqaise).

Cook a pint of shelled peas. When tender, drain them

thoroughly and put them back on the fire with not quite a

gill of the water in which they were boiled, a sprinkling of

flour, and an ounce of butter. Simmer for five minutes, add

pepper and salt to taste, and finish by adding the yolk of an

egg mixed with a tablespoonful and a half of cream. Serve

very hot in china or paper cases.

CEufs a la Crexne (Eggs with cream). Butter some
china cases, break a fresh egg into each, add salt, Parmesan

cheese, thena dessertspoonful of cream, and at the last a little

grated nutmeg. Place the cases in a quick oven just long

enough to set the eggs, and then serve.

G 2
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Fetites Cremes an Caf6 (Coffee Custards). Make a

tumblerful of very strong coffee, sweetened to taste. When
nearly cold add to it the yolks of six eggs, well beaten, and a

gill of double cream. Mix thoroughly and then strain into

china cases, and place them in a large shallow stewpan con-

taining sufficient water to reach half-way up the cases. Let

them steam for twenty minutes, when the custard ought to

be quite firm. The water should boil when the cases are first

put in, but should afterwards be only allowed to simmer

slowly at the side of the stove. Put the cases on ice, serve

as cold as possible, and hand round sponge fingers.

MENU, XXX,
HlTlTBES A LA RUSBE.

POTAGE D'OHOE A LA CREME.

EOLEFIN; SAUCE HOLLANDAISE.

BOUCHEES DE YEKMICELLE.

EPINABDS 1 LA COLBERT.

PETITS CHOUX AU CHOCOLAT.

Huitres a la Russe (Oysters with Caviare). Spread
some toasted croutons of bread with caviare, add a few drops
of lemon-juice, and place an oyster on the top of each, then

add a sprinkling of mignonette pepper and, if liked, a small

quantity of cayenne. Serve cold.

Fotage d'Orge a la Crdme (Pearl Barley Soup). Chop
an onion finely and toss it in two ounces of butter without

letting it colour, then add three pints and a half of milk, a
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carrot, a turnip, a piece of celery, a leek, a bunch of sweet

herbs, two or three cloves, six whole peppers, and a small

quantity of salt. Bring to the boil, then let the whole simmer

for about three-quarters of an hour. Puthalf a pound of pearl

barley in a saucepan, add just enough of the above liquid

strained to cover the barley, and let it boil very gently,

adding more of the milk stock when necessary, till the

barley is quite reduced to a pulp. Pass all through a hair

sieve, return it to the saucepan, dilute with more of the

milk stock to make the puree of the right consistency,

bring to the boil, season with white pepper and salt, and

add, lastly, two or three spoonfuls of boiling cream. Serve

with small croutons of fried bread.

Eglefin ; Sauce Hollandaise (Boiled Haddock, Hollan-

d-awe sauce). Boil a large fresh haddock in plenty of

water, a carrot, an onion, whole pepper, salt, and a sprig of

parsley ; let the fish simmer at the side of the stove for

fifteen minutes, and, when done, dish it up on a napkin.
For the sauce, in its most homely form, melt two ounces of

butter in a saucepan, mix with it a dessertspoonful of flour,

and, when cooked, add gradually a teacupful and a half of

the boiling water in which the haddock has been cooked,

and continue to stir until the sauce boils. Then take it

from the fire and strain it on to the yolks of two or three

eggs which have been beaten up with the juice of half a

lemon, add pepper and salt to taste, and serve at once in a

sauce boat.

Bouche'es deVermicelle (Vermicelli Patties). Boil two

ounces of vermicelli in plenty of boiling salted water. When
cooked it will take about ten minutes drain it well and

put it into a saucepan in which has been melted an ounce

of butter. Mix it well, then add threepenny-worth of hot

cream, with pepper and salt to taste, and lastly an ounce of

freshly grated Parmesan cheese. Have ready some small

open patties of puff-pastry they can be made beforehand
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and just warmed in the oven when wanted fill them with

the vermicelli and serve as hot as possible.

Epinards a la Colbert (Spinach with poached eggs).

Pick and wash three pounds of spinach and cook it with very
little water, for about fifteen minutes. "When done, drain it

into a colander, squeeze out all the water, and pass the

spinach through a hair sieve. Return it then to an

enamelled saucepan in which two ounces of butter have been

melted, add a sprinkling of flour with pepper and salt to

taste, and a little grated nutmeg and moisten with a small

quantity of milk, Stir over the fire till of the right con-

sistency, then make a bed of the spinach on a hot dish, and

arrange on it some poached eggs, which have been carefully

trimmed with a fluted round cutter so that they are all of

the same size.

Fetita Choux au Chocolat (Little Chocolate Cakes).

Put a quarter of a pint of hot water into a small saucepan
with two ounces of butter and one ounce of sugar. When
the water, etc., boils, add gradually two ounces and a half of

finely-sifted flour, and stir quickly till the mixture is quite

dry and stiff. Take the saucepan off the fire and stir the con-

tents for about ten minutes,then add twoeggs (one at a time),

beat the mixture well with a wooden spoon, and leave it to get

cold. Butter a baking sheet, lay the paste on it with a tea-

spoon, or through a forcing bag, in small round balls about

the size of a plum, and bake in a moderate oven for about

twenty minutes. When cold, make an incision in the side

of each, and fill them with whipped cream, slightly sweetened

and flavoured with vanilla. Before serving, glaze each

separately with chocolate icing made with Cadbury's
chocolate.



APPENDIX

Savoapy Toasts.

THESE toasts, or croutes, as they are called in the French

menuB, may be used both as savouries and as supplementary
breakfast dishes. They are very delicious, as a rule econo-

mical, and easy to prepare.

Roe. Have ready some pieces of buttered toast cut in

circles or squares. Cook the soft roes of some fresh

herrings in a saute-pan, with a little butter, pepper, and

salt. Place them on the pieces of toast, adding a few drops
of anchovy vinegar. Dust with coralline pepper, put them
in the oven for a minute or two, and serve as hot as possible.

Prawn. Cut some slices of bread half an inch thick into

circles or squares, slightly hollow out the centre, and fry

the " croutes
"
a golden brown. When thoroughly drained

and cold, put a little cress at the bottom of each, and on

the top of this put one or two prawns. Mask them with

mayonnaise sauce and sprinkle on the surface a little finely

chopped tarragon. Serve cold.

Sardine. Choose sardines that are sold already boned,

skin them very carefully and grill them over a clear fire,

sprinkling them with a little salt and cayenne and a few

drops of lemon-juice. Have ready some finger-shaped

pieces of very hot buttered toast, place a sardine on each,

and serve immediately.
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Egg and Anchovy. Beat up slightly in a basin five or

six eggs, add cayenne pepper and salt to taste, and a table-

spoonful of milk. Melt a piece of butter in a small

saucepan, pour in the beaten up egg, and stir over the fire

with a wooden spoon, without ceasing, till the mixture

begins to get thick and lumpy. Then pour it on to pieces

of buttered toast, about two inches broad and three inches

long ; lay two strips of filleted anchovies crossways on each

piece, and serve immediately, as hot as possible. This dish

is further improved by spreading the pieces of toast first

with anchovy butter, made by pounding together in a mor-

tar an ounce of butter and half an ounce of anchovy, and

then passing the paste through a hair sieve.

Tongue and Egg. Chop up finely some remnants of

tongue with some parsley and a tiny bit of shallot. Fry
all together in a saucepan with a little butter, pepper, salt

if required, and then add one or two hard-boiled eggs, also

finely chopped, and a spoonful or two of gravy or brown
sauce. Make the mixture as hot as possible and turn out

on to rounds of fried bread, which have been hollowed out

slightly in the middle. The whole to be served as hot as

possible.

Pole Gras. Make some pieces of toast about a quarter
of an inch thick ; be careful that they are not dried up,
cut them in pieces three inches by one and a half inches,

spread them with foie gras, and send to table immediately,
for they should be served quite hot.

Marrow. Have ready some square pieces of buttered

toast, spread them with a little mustard, and sprinkle on
them some pepper and salt and a little lemon-juice. Par-

boil some beef marrow for a minute in salted water, spread
it as quickly as possible on the pieces of prepared toast

and send to table at once.
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Cheese. Grate some Cheddar cheese into a small sauce-

pan and add a small quantity of ale, stir together over the

fire, and when melted and quite smooth add a pinch of salt

and a little flour of mustard. Pour on to prepared pieces
of hot toast and send to table without delay. A poached

egg neatly trimmed with a fluted cutter may be served on

each croute if liked.

Salmon. Cut some smoked salmon into very thin slices,

arrange them on square pieces of buttered toast, sprinkle

them with pepper, put them in the oven for a few minutes

covered over with a greased paper, and serve hot.

Egg and Spinach.. Boil some spinach and, having

thoroughly drained it, pass it through a hair sieve, and
return it to a clean saucepan with an ounce of butter and

pepper and salt to taste. Let it simmer slowly till well

rediiced, then add a spoonful or two of cream, mix well,

and spread lightly to the thickness of a quarter of an inch

on square pieces of toast about three inches square. Place

on each a poached egg neatly trimmed with a fluted cutter,

and serve at once.

Kidney. Take two sheep's kidneys, skin, split them in

half, and put them into boiling salted water for a minute or

two. Then drain and wipe them, chop them up finely, and

toss them in a small saucepan with half an ounce of butter,

in which a small piece of chopped shallot has been fried,

pepper and salt, a little chopped parsley, and half an ounce

of glaze. Have ready some fried croutes of bread slightly

hollowed out in the centre. Arrange some chopped kidney
in each, and serve directly.

Game. Remove the meat from the bones of some cooked

game, pound it in a mortar with half its bulk in butter, and
a small quantity of ham, which has been passed through the
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mincing machine. When perfectly smooth season with

nutmeg, cayenne pepper and salt, and warm up the whole in

a saucepan with a tiny bit of glaze. Spread the mixture on

to triangular pieces of buttered toast, put them in the oven

for a minute or two to get quite hot, and then serve.

Mushroom. Have ready some rounds of buttered toast

about two inches and a half in diameter ; keep them hot in

the oven while you fry some mushrooms in a little butter,

with pepper and salt. As soon as they are done, lay them
on the toast, sprinkle with cayenne, and serve at once.

Liver. Take two or three freshly boiled fowls' livers,

pound the liver to a paste with half a teaspoonful of anchovy
sauce, a small piece of butter, a teaspoonful of melted glaze,

and the yolk of a raw egg. When perfectly smooth, season

to taste with cayenne and salt, if required, and spread on to

squares of fried or toasted bread. Put them into the oven

with the door open to get thoroughly hot, and serve at

once.

Tomato and Egg. Choose some tomatoes as much as

possible of the same size. Out them in half, and empty out

the pips and watery substance, and bake them in the oven

on a buttered tin. In the meantime make some scrambled

eggs, as in the recipe for egg and anchovy toast, and directly

the tomatoes are done fill them with the egg and serve on

lightly fried squares of bread.

Devilled. Take a teaspoonful of mixed pickles finely

chopped, a teaspoonful of curry powder, and two ounces of

grated Parmesan cheese. Mix well together with a little

gravy, adding salt, pepper, and mustard to taste. Cover

some well-buttered pieces of toast with the mixture, warm
in the oven on a buttered tin for five minutes, and serve

immediately.
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It must be borne in mind that all these toasts must be

sent to table as hot as possible. Every detail should be

previously prepared, but the actual completion of these

little savouries should only take place at the last minute.

Also, to insure success, greater care than is usually the

case must be taken with the making of the toast. The fire

must be absolutely clear and free from smoke, and the

piece of bread should be held at some little distance from

it, being moved about constantly to insure that crispness

and light golden colour which is essential to well-made

toast. Afterwards it can be cut into whatever shape
desired and stood up on end till wanted, though the sooner

it is used the better it will be. In those recipes that direct

the bread to be fried, let it be done if possible in butter.

Boiling lard may be used for economical purposes, but the

result is not so good.



On Stale

IN some families stale bread seems to accumulate in the

most alarming proportions. If made into breadcrumbs,

perhaps there is no use for them just when you happen to

have them, and the bread, pudding of the average cook is

apt to become a trifle monotonous. There are, however,

excellent puddings in which breadcrumbs and pieces of bread

may find a refuge ;
in fact they may be so cunningly con-

cealed that their presence will hardly be detected. Here
are the recipes :

Bread Meringue. Boil half a pound of stale bread in

a pint of milk very slowly in an enamelled saucepan.
Then beat it well with a fork, add sugar and lemon-juice to

taste, two ounces of butter, and the yolks of three eggs.
Mix thoroughly together, turn into a well-buttered pie-dish

(a good-sized one), and bake in the oven till brown. Then

spread over it a layer of jam, and pile on the top the whites

of three eggs, mixed with a little sugar, and beaten to a

stiff froth. Put the dish in the oven, and serve directly the

surface is brown.

Queen of Puddings. This is a variation of the above.

Soak a pint of breadcrumbs in a pint and a half of milk,

with a piece of butter the size of an egg, a quarter of a

pound of moist sugar, and the grated rind of a lemon.
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When thoroughly blended, add the yolks of three eggs well

beaten, mix, turn it all out into a fairly large cake tin, and

place in a good oven. When well baked cover with a layer

of jam, and heap up on the top the whites of three eggs
beaten to a stiff froth, with the juice of half a lemon and a

teaspoonful of caster sugar. Bake till lightly coloured,

then put a frill of paper round the tin, and serve at once.

Baked Bread Pudding. Put into a basin a quarter of

a pound of breadcrumbs, a quarter of a pound of flour, a

quarter of a pound of sugar, six ounces of currants and sul-

tanas mixed, a small quantity of chopped peel, if liked, a

little mixed spice, and a pinch of salt. Then add six ounces

of clarified dripping, and rub it into the rest till throughly
mixed. Beat up two eggs with three-quarters of a teacupful

of milk, and stir all together for five minutes ; add lastly a

small teaspoonful of baking-powder ; stir thoroughly and

turn out the mixture into a well-buttered Yorkshire

pudding tin. Spread evenly and bake in a moderate oven.

Turn it out when done, cut it into squares, sprinkle plenti-

fully with caster sugar, and serve hot.

" Fain Perdu." Out from the crumb of a stale tin

loaf slices half an inch thick, trim these into any fancy

shapes that are liked, and soak them in milk sweetened to

taste, in which a pod of vanilla has been boiled. Drain

them well. Beat up one or more eggs with a pinch of salt,

dip the pieces of bread in it, and fry them a golden colour

in boiling lard. Make a custard with yolks of eggs and

the milk in which the pieces of bread were soaked. Arrange
these latter on a hot dish, pour the custard all over them,
and serve at once.

Steamed Bread Pudding. Soak ten ounces of bread

in rather more than a pint of milk, and stir it over the fire

with a little dripping till thoroughly soft and hot. When
half cold mix in the yolks of three eggs, three ounces
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of sugar, and half an ounce of pounded almonds, mix

thoroughly, and stir in lastly the whites of the three eggs
whisked to a stiff froth. Turn into a buttered mould, and

steam it in boiling water for about an hour and a quarter.

Serve with a fruit sauce.

Lemon Meringue Pudding. Four a pint of hot

milk on to a teacupful of breadcrumbs, then add an ounce

of butter beaten to a cream with half a teacupful of caster

sugar and mixed with the yolks of two eggs, the juice of a

small lemon, and the grated rind (zest) of half. Mix all

well together, and bake in a buttered china souffle dish for

about half an hour, or till the pudding is firm and slightly

coloured. Then draw it to the door of the oven, and cover

lightly with a meringue made with the whites of the two

eggs whisked with three tablespoonfuls of caster sugar and

a little lemon-juice. Bake till a golden colour, and serve

either hot or cold. An orange may be used instead of a

lemon.

In all these recipes no mention has been made of crusts

of bread. When they accumulate, as they naturally will,

put them on a tin in the oven, bake them till well browned,

then pound them and pass them through a wire sieve, or

they may be sifted when required. Keep a good supply of

them in a tin, and they will always be ready when wanted.

A stock of white crumbs should also be kept ready sifted

for frying purposes.

Use pieces of crumb and treat them in the same manner
as the crust, but only allowing them to get thoroughly crisp

in the oven, not to colour in the slightest. Fish fried in

crumbs made in this manner will be found far superior than

when ordinary breadcrumbs are used.

While on this subject, the following recipes will not be

found amiss :

Fried Breadcrumbs. Put some fine breadcrumbs made
with stale bread on to a flat tin in the oven with a few
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pieces of butter. Stir the crumbs every now and then, till

they have acquired a golden colour and have absorbed all

the butter. These are used with roast game.

Bread Sauce. Boil an onion stuck with two or three

cloves, some whole pepper and salt, according to taste, and

a tiny piece of mace in half a pint of milk. When the milk

is sufficiently flavoured, strain the milk into a basin pre-

viously made warm, and add to it sufficient white bread-

crumbs, made crisp in the oven, to make the sauce of the

right consistency, add half an ounce of butter, stir well,

turn the sauce into the tureen, and serve immediately.

Bread Sippets. Cut some slices from a tin loaf, not

less than a quarter of an inch in thickness, from these take

out some sippets of a triangular shape and fry them in hot

butter, turning them very frequently and adding more
butter during the process if necessary.

A more economical method is to put them in a frying
basket and plunge them into a pan of boiling fat. They
should be a bright golden colour, and before being sent to

table they must be well drained in front of the fire on a

piece of soft paper. Small square croutons for thick soups
are prepared in the same way.

Fulled Bread. Take a freshly baked loaf, remove the

crust, pull the crumb with a fork into rough pieces about

two inches square. Put them on a fiat tin and bake them
a golden brown colour in a moderate oven.
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NOTHING can really surpass a well-made Lettuce

Salad, but to be able to prepare it, as eaten by our

neighbours on the other side of the water, there are several

details which must be well borne in mind. To begin with,

it does not matter of what sort of lettuce or endive the

salad is composed, but no mixture of any sort is per-

missible.

If you wish for a good salad do not wash the lettuce at

all ; in most cases, if the bruised and outside leaves are

thrown away, the inner part will be found to be beautifully

crisp and clean. If, however, the inner leaves are not quite

free from mould and grit, wipe each of them carefully with

a clean cloth. When, however, it is absolutely necessary
that the lettuce be washed, on no account let the leaves

remain too long in the water, and be sure that they are

thoroughly dried. The best method is to drain the leaves

thoroughly on a sieve and then to toss them tenderly in a

napkin or cloth till the salad is quite dry. The leaves of

the lettuce, once cleaned, may now be broken up with the

fingers into convenient pieces of about an inch and a half

in length and thrown into a good-sized salad bowl, every
leaf the least bit tainted or discoloured being discarded.

"With regard to the dressing of the salad be sure to be

very sparing with the vinegar. English people always use

too much ; there is a Spanish proverb which says that four

persons are required to make a good salad :

" A spendthrift
for oil, a miser for vinegar, a counsellor for salt, and a
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madman to stir it all up." The dressing should always be

prepared at the table, as a salad deteriorates after it has

once been mixed.

To proceed, hold over the salad a wooden spoon, into

which put a good saltspoonful of salt, and a quarter
of finely ground white pepper, fill up the spoon with

oil, stir well with the fork, and sprinkle it all over the

salad; add two more spoonfuls of oil, and not quite a

whole spoonful of the best French vinegar. Then " work "

the salad, i.e., toss it over and over with the horn or wooden

spoon and fork so that each leaf will receive its right modi-

cum of dressing ; add lastly some chopped tarragon, and

the salad is ready. Hard-boiled eggs cut in slices, chopped
chervil or chives, etc., may also be used, but the addition of

these is obviously optional.

A delicious salad can be made with a particular sort of

endive, called in French Barbe de capncin. Chicory
seems to be the corresponding word for it in the English

language. It should be carefully picked and broken into

convenient pieces, and placed in a salad bowl previously well

rubbed with a shallot. The same dressing as for the lettuce

salad is used, but with the addition of a little English or

French mustard. Mix the salad well, and sprinkle on the

surface some finely chopped tarragon.

Tomato Salad should always be prepared two or three

hours before it is wanted. Choose tomatoes that are not

too ripe, and let them be of a good colour. Cut them in

slices, first removing the hard core, and also the skin if it be

objected to, and arrange them in a heap in the salad bowl,

which should have been previously nibbed with a shallot.

Then put into a basin a small quantity of French mustard,

some pepper, and plenty of salt to taste, four tablespoonfuls

of salad oil, a tablespoonful of French vinegar, and a tea-

spoonful of chilli vinegar ; mix all thoroughly together for

two or three minutes, then pour the dressing over the

tomatoes and add some finely chopped parsley, and chives

H
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if they are liked. A combination of endive and tomatoes

cut in sections like an orange makes a very good salad.

Watercress and Potato Salad will be found very nice

to eat with cold game, poultry, etc. Take some small Ger-

man potatoes, boil them, and then skin them, and when they
are half cold arrange them in the centre of a salad bowl,

pouring on each layer some salad dressing composed of

three tablespoonfuls of oil, one of tan-agon vinegar, one of

good clear stock, a little grated onion, pepper and salt to

taste. Surround the sliced potatoes completely with fresh

watercress, neatly trimmed and washed, and pour the rest

of the "
dressing

"
over the whole of the salad, which should

be kept in a cool place till wanted. A little chopped tarra-

gon or parsley sprinkled on the top layer of potato adds

greatly to the appearance of the salad.

Fresh Haricot Beans (Flageolets) make a delicious

salad. They should be a pale green colour. Boil them

slowly in plenty of boiling salted water till quite tender,

then drain them thoroughly, put them in a salad-bowl, well

rubbed with a shallot, and pour over them a plain salad

dressing made with oil, vinegar, pepper, and salt
; sprinkle

on the surface some finely chopped parsley, and serve.

A salad of Endive and Shrimps will be found rather

a novelty : Mix in a small basin a salad sauce composed of

oil and French vinegar (three to one), French mustard,

pepper, and salt. Shell about a pint of freshly boiled

shrimps, and let them lie in the above sauce for about an

hour. Take four heads of endive ; if necessary, wash them,

discarding the outside leaves ; break the endives into con-

venient pieces, and having dried them thoroughly in a

cloth, place them in a salad-bowl, previously rubbed with a

shallot or with garlic (if the flavour be approved of). Five

minutes before serving, strain the sauce from the shrimps
on to the endives,

" work "
the salad well, then sprinkle in

the shrimps, mix the whole well together, and serve at once.



Fancy Salads.

Salade a la Chicago. Cut some new carrots, turnips,
and potatoes with a crinkled vegetable scoop into the shape
of small olives

;
cook them all separately in boiling salted

water, and when cold lay them for a couple of hours in a

marinade composed of oil and vinegar (in the proportions
of three to one), seasoned with pepper and salt. Add some

gherkins cut in the same shape, a few capers, three or four

anchovies (boned, cleaned, and cut up), and some chicken

cut in dice with a sprinkling of chopped tan-agon. Rub a

dish with a shallot, mix some mayonnaise sauce with the

vegetables, etc., and heap them xip in a dome shape in the

centre of the dish. Ornament it with beetroot cut in

rounds with a fluted cutter the size of a halfpenny, alter-

nated with gherkins sliced about half the size; surround

with quartered hard-boiled eggs.

Salade a la Danoise. Take equal quantities of

macaroni and any sort of flaky fish. Cook the former in

boiling salted water, and when done put it on one side to

<lrain
; then, having boiled the fish also in salted water, let

it get cold, break it up into flakes, which put on a plate,

and add a little tarragon vinegar with a sprinkling of

pepper and salt. Then beat up a gill and a half of cream,

not too stiffly, and mix with it a moderate sized horse-

radish grated and a pinch of sugar. Toss the fish and
H 2
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macaroni in this with two forks, so that it is all thoroughly

mixed, heap it up in the centre of a dish, sprinkle the

surface with chopped tarragon, and surround the dish with

sippets of fried bread.

Salade Rouge et XToir. Take one or two lobsters, cut

up all the flesh into convenient pieces, reserving the soft

part, which mix with a salad dressing composed of two

tablespoonfuls of tarragon vinegar to six of oil, with

pepper, salt, and mustard to taste. Prepare some lettuces

as for an ordinary salad, mix with them the pieces of

lobster, and then pour over the salad dressing as above.

Mix well together. Keep a few of the best pieces of lobster

to place on the surface. Add lastly the spawn of the

lobsters, and make a border of triangular sippets of toast,

buttered and spread with caviare.

Salade de Cliicoree et Tomates. Mix together in

a basin four tablespoonfuls of oil, a tablespoonful and a half

of French vinegar, some French mustard, and pepper and

salt to taste. Cut up four medium sized English tomatoes

in sections as you would an orange, then take four endives,

wipe them carefully and break up the leaves into convenient

pieces. Rub a salad bowl well with a shallot, or, if approved
of, a piece of garlic, arrange the pieces of tomato in the

centre with the endive all round, which should be previously

tossed on a plate with some of the above dressing ; pour
the rest of it over the tomatoes, and keep in a cool place

till the time of serving.

Salade zi la Regence. Take a piece of pickled cucum-

ber about three inches in length, cut it in slices, as also some

very small new potatoes. Cut in the same way some pickled
lambs' tongues cooked, and pour over the whole oil,

vinegar, pepper, and salt in the usual proportions. In an

hour's time arrange the above mixture in a salad bowl upon
a foundation of lettuce cut into convenient pieces, pour
over the dressing, and serve.
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Salade de Sardines. Bone and skin some sardines,

divide them into fillets, and sprinkle them well with white

pepper. Have some watercress ready picked, toss it in a

salad dressing made with three parts of oil and one of

vinegar, with pepper and salt to taste. Arrange the water-

cress in the salad bowl with the fillets of sardines on the

top, interspersed with tufts of scraped horse-radish.

Salade de Foissou. Take the remnants of any cold

boiled fish or boil a fresh haddock or a turbot, divide the

fish into flakes, at the same time removing every particle of

skin, and lay them in a marinade of oil and vinegar in the

usual proportions seasoned with pepper and salt. Dress

the fish en couronne, surround it with hard-boiled eggs cut

in quarters lengthwise, alternated with pieces of beetroot,

and some filleted anchovies cut up and arranged according
to fancy. In the centre pile up some Tartare sauce made

very stiff, and stick its surface all over with gherkins, cut

in strips the size of matches. Sprinkle the fish with

chopped tarragon, and serve.

Salade Americaine. Cut in rounds the size and

thickness of a sovereign, equal quantities of new potatoes,

ox-tongue, carrots, and beetroot, all previously cooked.

Then add a sour apple, cut in the same shape, and a few

anchovies filleted and well washed and cut in dice. Put

all these ingredients in a basin, and pour over them a

mixture of oil and vinegar (three to one), pepper, salt,

mustard, and chopped parsley. Pile tip the salad in a

bowl and surround with a mixture of mustard and cress.

Salade de Choux-Fleurs Aux Haricots Verts.

Trim some French beans, choosing them as much as

possible of the same size, do not cut them, throw them into

plenty of fast-boiling salted water with a small piece of

soda, and let them boil uncovered till done, when they
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should be drained and thrown into a basinful of cold water

to remain for ten minutes. After this drain them

thoroughly from all water. Then take a good-sized

cauliflower, which has been soaked in cold salted water,

boil it till thoroughly tender, and when cold divide it into

sprigs and pile them up in the centre of the salad bowl well

rubbed with a shallot. Make a salad dressing with six

tablespoonfuls of oil, one of tarragon vinegar, one of French

vinegar, pepper and salt to taste, mix thoroughly together,

and pour half of it over the cauliflower. Add the remainder

to the raw yolk of an egg well beaten, and toss the French

beans well in this mixture
; arrange them then all round

the sprigs of caitliflower, sprinkle some chopped parsley on

the latter, and serve.

N.B. In making all salad-dressings it is very essential

to use the best olive oil. At Cosenza's, in Wigmore-street,
and Perelli-Rocco, in Greek-street, it can be relied on as

being absolutely pure.



On Cooking

BEFORE attempting to descril^e the correct way of cook-

ing macaroni, the staple food of a Continental nation, it

must be thoroughly borne in mind that macaroni will not

admit of being of inferior quality, therefore it is absolutely

necessary that it should be procured from one of the well-

known Italian warehouses, such as B. Perelli-Rocco's.

Naples macaroni is the best, and the average price is

about 4d. per pound. There are several different kinds

of macaroni, which if cooked with care and attention

will produce, at a very small cost, many appetising
and most nourishing dishes, which only require to be

known to be appreciated. Having secured some good
macaroni, the first process is to boil it. Have ready a large

saucepan full of boiling water, add a good-sized lump of

salt, and then put in the macaroni merely broken into

convenient pieces ;
it must on no account be previously

soaked in water. It is almost impossible to give hard and

fast rules as to the length of time it takes to boil macaroni,

as not only is it a matter of taste, but according to the kind

and quality of the paste, it takes more or less time to cook.

It is essential to keep it frequently stirred and to keep the

water boiling the whole time. When the macaroni is

considered sufficiently tender, which is best ascertained by

tasting a piece, remove the saucepan from the fire and pour
into it a large jug of cold water. Strain the macaroni

then, into a colander, and cover it over with a cloth till it

is going to be dressed. One of the simplest methods of
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serving it is as follows : Having boiled half a pound of

spaghetti for example for fifteen minutes, melt a good-sized

piece of butter in a saucepan and toss the macaroni in it,

adding a dust of black pepper and plenty of freshly-grated

Parmesan cheese. Serve piled up on a dish as hot as possible.

For Macaroni an Gratin, a larger pipe macaroni called

Zita can be used ;
it will require to be boiled for twenty to

thirty minutes. Having tossed it in plenty of butter, with

cheese, etc., in the same way as above, heap it up on a dish

that will stand the fire, previously well buttered. Sprinkle
on the top of the macaroni some grated Parmesan and

bread raspings in equal quantities, and place the dish at

once in a very brisk oven to brown, or this may be done

afterwards with a salamander.

Macaroni a la Napolitaine will commend itself to

the attention of those who are fond of tomatoes. In this

dish use either Zita or the broad ribbon macaroni called

Lasagne. Failing fresh tomatoes for the sauce, take half a

sixpenny bottle of French conserve de tomates (on no

account use an English preparation, as it is sure to have

vinegar in it), put it into a large saucepan with one ounce

and a half of butter, a gill of good gravy or stock, and

pepper and salt to taste. Let this come to the boil and

then simmer for about ten to fifteen minutes. Have ready
half a pound of macaroni, previously boiled and well

drained, and add it to the sauce a few pieces at a time ; toss

the whole gently with two spoons, adding plenty of grated
Parmesan cheese, and serve in a very hot dish.

When plenty of good gravy is at hand a most nourishing

dish, known as Macaroni a 1'Italienne, may be made
as follows : Boil half a pound of macaroni in the usual

manner* but let it be rather underdone ; drain it thoroughly,

and return it to a clean saucepan. Have ready some hot

gravy thickened with a little cornflour, and add it gradually
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to the macaroni, stirring it gently with a wooden spoon;
let it simmer for ten minutes. Sprinkle in at the last a few

spoonfuls of grated Parmesan cheese, and finish with an

ounce of butter broken up in little pieces. Serve as hot as

possible.

Although in Italy these dishes of macaroni are generally
served as a separate course, it must not be forgotten that

they form a very useful garnish for entrees, and especially

for joints such as stewed or braised beef. With all savoury
dishes in which macaroni plays a part, extra grated Parmesan
cheese must always be sent up on a separate plate to be

handed round. It is essential that the cheese should only
be grated just before it is wanted, and, like the macaroni, it

should be procured from a good Italian shop, such as

Perelli-Rocco's, in Greek-street, where it can be relied upon
as being both moderate in price and of the best quality.



Hashed JVLatton.

IT is a curious thing that one always seems to associate

hashed mutton with a lodging-house ;
it is generally looked

down upon with contempt in our own homes, and most

housewives fight shy of it simply because neither they, nor

their cooks, know how to prepare it propeiiy.

The art of making a good hash is a useful gift to possess,

especially where a large family is concerned, for when the

cold joint has done duty on one or two occasions, and one

has not time to go in for elaborate entrees, a dish of hashed

mutton or any other meat prepared in the French style

will be found preferable to the dish that always goes by
that name, and which generally consists of hard lumps of

meat swimming in a pale, sickly-looking, thin broth,

strongly flavoured with onions. It is uninviting, to say the

least of it, but now let us hope that with the aid of the

following directions we may look forward to something
better :

A great point to be remembered is that on account of

cold mutton having rather an insipid taste, a much more

highly flavoured and tasty sauce is necessary than is

generally the case.

Begin by frying an onion, finely chopped, in one ounce

of butter till a golden brown, add one ounce of flour,

stir well together for five minutes, then add half a pint of
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stock well flavoured with vegetables, two or three cloves,

salt if necessary, and four tablespoonfuls of tomato

ketchup ;
stir a few minutes on the fire, then proceed to

further flavour the sauce by adding a teaspoonful or more,

according to taste, of Worcester sauce, and mushroom and

walnut catsups. Let the sauce boil fast over the fire, so as

to reduce a little, then add a little colouring, strain the

sauce into a small shallow stewpan, and put it on one side

to get cold.

In the meantime cut from the leg of mutton some neat

slices not too small, letting them be all as much as possible

of the same size, and remove every particle of skin, fat,

gristle, or burned portion, as it is this latter which gives

the "
wai-med-up

"
taste to a dish of this description.

When the sauce is cold lay in it the pieces of mutton, cover

up the saucepan, and in about an hour's time put it at the

corner of the stove, warming the meat very, very gradually.

If the sauce boils, the meat will sure to be tough. Directly
it has got thoroughly hot, it is ready to be dished up, with

the sauce poured over it, and it should be surrounded with

sippets of bread, not toasted, but fried a golden colour.

The addition of a little finely-chopped parsley is a great

improvement.

If there is no stock for the sauce, water can be used with

a teaspoonful of meat extract, but some vegetable must be

boiled in it to give it the necessary flavour.

A nice accompaniment to hashed mutton is macaroni

cooked with tomato sauce, and cheese, served i*ound the

meat, or a border of mashed potatoes looks very well ; but,

after all, when the dish is really well made, it is best to serve

it in as simple a foi-m as possible, so as to be able to

appreciate the goodness of the sauce.

When the remains of the leg of mutton do not admit of

nice slices being cut from it for a hash, a good substitute

will be found in a dish of Minced Mutton with Poached

Eggs. Remove every particle of fat, skin, and gristle from
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the pieces of mutton and pass them through the mincing

machine, adding a rasher of lean cooked bacon. This

done, put the mince into a saucepan in which half a finely

chopped shallot has been frying. Moisten with a sufficiency

of good gravy, and season with pepper and salt, a little

chopped parsley, half a teaspoonful of Worcester sauce,

and a spoonful each of tomato and mushroom ketchups.
Let the mince get hot very slowly and when of the right

consistency turn it out on to a hot dish, flatten it slightly

and arrange on it some poached eggs, which have been

neatly cut out with a fluted round cutter : ornament with

fried sippets of bread and serve as hot as possible.



Braised Beef.

An Economical Dish.

THE reason this dish is so economical is because the

liquor in which the meat is cooked makes the most delicious

clear soup, very strong and beautifully flavoured with

vegetables. The part of meat that is always used, namely,
the silverside, is very low in price, generally about nine-

pence per pound, and moreover, the meat thus cooked is

most delicious when hot, and still more so when served

cold, being even nicer than pressed beef, as the vegetables,

herbs, spices, etc., with which the piece of beef is cooked,

impart to it a delicious flavour.

See that the saucepan is thoroughly dry and clean, and

then line the bottom of it with thin slices of fat bacon, put
in an ounce of butter or dripping, three small onions cut in

slices, and on the top of all lay the piece of fresh silverside

of beef (about pounds five and a half) neatly kept in shape
with string. Put on the lid of the saucepan, and let it

remain right over the fire for about thirty minutes, turning
the piece of beef when it has browned on one side ; this

must be done by lifting it up by the string with a fork,

taking cai-e not to prick the meat, which would allow the

juice to escape. Then fill up the saucepan almost to the

brim with hot water, and add salt, whole pepper, a bay
leaf, half a blade of mace, a tiny bit of thyme, two or three

sprigs of parsley, a small onion stuck with cloves, four

carrots cut in slices, three turnips cut in slices, and then
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cut in half across, and any other vegetables that you may
have, such as celery, etc. Add also the small bone which

the butcher generally sends with this piece of meat. Bring
the water to the boil, remove any scum that there may be

on the surface, cover over the saucepan, and put it at such

a part of the stove that it will simmer slowly for about

three hours and a half.

It must be frequently looked at, and at the first approach
of any signs of the water boiling, the saucepan must be

removed to a still cooler part of the stove. If, as is some-

times the case, it cannot be made to cook slowly enough, on

account of the stove having become very hot, the saucepan
must be placed on a trivet.

This part of the process is most essential, as it is on the

slow cooking of the beef that the tenderness of the meat

depends. About a quarter of an hour before the time of

serving take out some of the liquor with a cup, and strain

it into a jug, then melt one ounce of butter or dripping in

a saucepan, add one and a half ounces of flour, and stir

together over the fire till a bright brown colour, then

add gradually the liquor in the jug, and make a nice thick

sauce ; flavour to taste with pepper and salt, and add some

colouring to make it a dark, rich brown.

Now take the braised beef out of the saucepan, remove

the string, and place it on the dish on which it is going to

be served ; place a sieve over a large basin, and pour into

it the contents of the saucepan, so as to separate the

vegetables from the liquor. Pick out all the carrots and

turnips, and arrange them round the beef, which should be

placed in front of the fire to keep hot.

Bring the sauce now to the boil, stir it well, and pour it

all over and round the piece of beef, so as to glaze it nicely.

Keep some of the thick sauce back, thin it down with some

more of the braised beef liquor, bring to the boil, and pour
it all over the vegetables round the meat.
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The garnish of this dish may, of course, be varied

according to taste. Sprigs of cauliflower, French beans,

peas, and Brussels sprouts, etc., may be used, and for a

dinner party it would look nicer to cut the carrots and

turnips into balls or some other fancy shape, and then they
could be arranged in alternate heaps.

This dish is exceedingly nice cooked with just sufficient

vegetables (not cut up) to flavour the meat and served with

macaroni plainly boiled in water and tossed in butter, with

the saxice poured over it in the same way as for the

vegetable garnish.

The liquor from the braised beef in the basin will be

found to have on it the following day a thin coating of fat.

This can be easily removed (it is very good for frying

purposes), and the soup, of which there will be about three

quarts, is then, with the addition of perhaps a little more
Bait and pepper, quite ready for use.

The amount of water added to the beef in the first

instance may always be varied, according to the amount of

soup desired, but the above quantities will be found on an

..average to be the most satisfactory from every point of view.
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Gooseberry Sauce with,
31

Oysters, Caviare with, 84
Prawns

Fillets of Sole with, 76

Toast, 87
Red Mullet en Papillotes,

64
Roe Toast, 87
Salad, 101
Salmon
A la Hollandaise, 36

Grilled, and Served with
Piquante Sauce, 5

Toast, 89
Sardine

Salad, 101

Toast, 87

Shrimps
Endive and Shrimp Salad,

98

Soup, 33
Sole-

Fillets of,

A la Cardinal, 76
A la Venitienne, 28
Mousseline Sauce with

50
Stuffed and Baked, 10

Turbot
A la Cardinal, 82
A la Mazarine, 45

Whitebait, Devilled, 25

Whiting
Boudins of, with Sauce

Supreme, 54
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PISH continued.

Whiting continued.

Fillets of

A la Cherbourg, 71
Au Vin Blanc, 7

Baked, 79

GAME
Grouse, Salmi of, 51

Hare, Jugged, 67

Prairie-Hen, Roasted, 24

Partridges, Stewed with

Mushrooms, 11

Pheasants, Roasted, 18

Quails, Koasted, 58

Rabbits,
Boiled and Served with

Sauce Soubise, 42
Souffles of, 83

Snipe, Grilled, 49

Toast, 89
Wild Duck, Roasted with

Orange Sauce, 56

Woodcock, :\ la Celestin, 6

MEAT
Beef,

Braised, 199
Fillet of,

A la Napolitaine, 3

A la Palestine, 51

Braised with Vegeta-
bles, 45

Collops of, with Foie-

gras, 14
Flemish Fashion, 23

Marrow Toast, 88
Sirloin of, Roasted, 70

Lamb-
Cutlets,
New Potatoes, with, 21

Spinach, with, 43
Fillets of,

Cendrillon, 77

Cucumber, with, 31

Loin of,

A la Berthier, 8

Roasted, 67
Saddle of, with Peas, 40

Mutton
Cutlets,
In Jelly, 5

MEAT continued.

Mutton, Cutlets continued.

Vegetables with, 64

Hashed, 106

Kidney Toast, 89

Leg of, k la Parisienne,
29

Minced, with Poached

Eggs, 107

Neck of,

Fillets of,

A la Roumaine, 71

Spinach with, 55

Roasted, 80

Ox-palates
A la Robert, 79
Tomato Sauce, with, 17

Ox-tail

A la Mode, 34

Soup, 57
Sweetbread

Patties, 2

Stewed in Cases, 82

Tongue and Egg Toast,
88

Veal
A la Suzanne, 48

Collops a 1'Anglaise, 58
Fillet of, Served with New

Potatoes, 26
POULTRY
Chicken and Fowls,

Fricassee of, 37
Puree of, 17
Saute 11 FEstragon, 02

Liver Toast, 90

Ducks, Roasted and Served
with Turnips, 34

Pigeons, Roasted, 32
PUDDINGS AHJ> SWEETS

Bread,
Baked Pudding, 93
Lemon Meringue Pud-

ding, 94

Meringue, 92
" Pain Perdu," 93

Queen of Puddings, 92
Steamed Pudding, 93

Cherries, Darioles with, 38
Chestnut Cream, 21
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PUDDINGS ANDSWEETS conid.

Chocolate

Bavaroise, 46

Cakes, Little, 86

Souffle, 41

Coffee Custards, 84

Compote, Apricot, 16

Cones with Vanilla Cream,
29

Creams
Chestnut, 21

Eussian, 62

Vanilla, 29

Frangipane Tart, 49

Fritters, Danish, 9
Gateau
De Noisettes, 12

De Saison, 65
Des "

Trois-Freres," 72
Gitana Pudding, 3

Gooseberries ala St. Honore,
36

Lemon Souffle, 70
Mousse a 1'Orange, 19

Pancakes, French, 77
Pears en Surprise, 52
Ehubarb
Gateau a la Tartarie, 59
Flan of, 27

Bice a la Cannelle, 15

Eussian Cream, 62
Snow Eggs au Citron, 32
Souffle Omelet, 80
Souffles (see that title)

Stockholm Pudding, 75
SALADS
A la Chicago, 99
A la Danoise, 99
A la Eegence, 100

Americaine, 101
Barbe de Capucin (Endive),

59,97
Cauliflower and French

Bean, 101

Celeriac, 18

Chicory and Tomato, 100

Dressings for, Hints About,
96

Endive and Shrimp, 98

Fish, 101

SALADS continv s d .

Flageolet, 98
French Bean, 46

Lettuce, 96

Potato, 5 (with Watercress),
98

Eouge et Noir, 100

Sardine, 101

Sauce, 21

Shrimp and Endive, 98

Tomato, 97 (with Chicory),
100

Watercress and Potato, 98
SAUCES
Bechamel, 61

Bread, 95

Cardinal, 82

Celadon, 57

Diplomate, 47

Gooseberry, 31

Hollandaise, 36, 85

Mousseline, 50

Orange, 55

Piquante, 5

Portuguese, 20
Eaifort (Horseradish), 70

Sabayonne, 13

Salad, 21
Soubise (Onion), 42

Supreme, 54

Tomato, 17

Watercress, 14
SAVOURIES

Anchovy Stuffing for Eggs
9

Cauliflower au Gratin, 56
Cheese

Celeriac with, 75

Eggs with, 24

Omelet, 6
Seakale with, 72

Toast, 89

Eggs
A FAnglaise, 68
A la Creme, 83
Au Parmesan, 24

Canapes a la Gordon, 43
Stuffed
Au Gratin, 80
With Anchovies, 9
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SAVOURIES continued.

Macaroni
A la Napolitaine, 104

Au Gratin, 104

Cheese, 104

Mushrooms' tl la Bordelaise,
26

Roe Toasts, 87

Seakale with Cheese, 72

Spaghetti k laXapolitaine,40
Toasts

Devilled, 90

Egg and Anchovy, 88

Egg and Spinach, 89

Egg and Tomato, 90

Egg and Tongue, 88

Foie-Grae, 89

Game, 89
Hints on Making, 91

Kidney, 89

Liver, 90

Marrow, 88

Mushroom, 90

Prawn, 87

Roe, 87

Salmon, 89

Sardine, 87
Vermicelli Patties, 19

SCRAPS, To USE UP
Bread, Various ways, 92 95

Meat, Mutton, 106, 108
SOUFFLES

Chocolate, 41

Lemon, 70
Omelet, 80

Rabbit, 83
SOUPS
A FIrlandaise, 81
Aux Profiterolles, 28

Barley, 84

Bean, Haricot, 26, 53
Brunoise with Italian Paste,

50

Cauliflower, 41

Celery, 10

Chestnut, 78
Chicken Puree, 17

Clermont, 53

Crecy a la Moderne (Carrot),
13

SOUPS continued.

Dodds, 71
Don Carlos, 63

German, 30
Green Pea, 44
Leek and Rice, 73
Monte Carlo, 76

Ox-tail, 57

Parisien, 68

Paysanne, 39

Reforme, 1

Scotch Broth, 22

Shrimp, 33

Sorrel, 7 (with Custard),
36

Spring, 20

Stock, clear, 60

Tapioca, 60

Tricoloured, 47

Vegetable Marrow, 4

Vegetable Puree, 66
SUNDRIES
Bread Crumbs, Fried, 94

Sippets, 95

Butter, Anchovy, 88

Lobster, 45

Panada, 54

Spongecake, 59

Stock, clear, 60
Timbales a la Milanaise,

69
VEGETABLES

Artichokes
Fillets of Beef with, 61

Served with Salad Sauce,
21

Asparagus Omelet, 34

Beans, French
Cauliflower and French

Bean Salad, 101

Salad, 46
Tomato Rice with, 67

Beans, Haricot

Flageolet Salad, 98

Soup, 25. White, 53
Carrot Soup, 13

Cauliflower
Au Gratin, 56
French Beans and Cauli-

flower Salad, 101
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^VEGETABLES continued.

Celeriac

Cheese with, 75

Salad, 18

Celery Soup, 10

Chestnut Soup, 78

Chicory and Tomato Salad,
100

Cucumber, with Fillets of

Lamb, 81
Endive
Shrimp and Endive Salad,

98

Salad, 59, 97
Horseradish Sauce, 70

Leeks, Rice and Leek Soup,
73

Lettuces
Puree of, 37
Salad of, 96

Mushrooms
A la Bordelaise, 26

Fritters, 65
On Toast, 90
Stewed with Partridges,

11

Peas
A la Fran9aiBe, 83
A la Paysanne, 12

Saddle of Lamb with, 40

Soup a la St. Germain, 44
Potatoes
A la Marquise, 67

Anna, 15

Fried, 52
Lamb Cutlets Served with

New Potatoes, 21

Lorettes, 11

VEGETABLES continued.

Potatoes continued.

Petits Choux (Balls), 8

Eibbons, 24
Salad of, 5

Sautees, 40
Veal Served with New

Potatoes, 26
Watercress and Potato

Salad, 98
Puree of, 66
Sorrel Soup,7(with Custard),

36

Spinach
A la Creme, 3

Fillets of Mutton with, 55

Gravy Served with, 29
Lamb Cutlets with, 43
Poached Eggs with, 86

Tomatoes
Chicory and Tomato

Salad, 90

Egg and Tomato Toast, 90
French Beana with To-

mato Rice, 67

Salad, 97

Sauce, 17
Stuffed a la Victoria, 15

Turnip-tops, Poached Eggs
on, 62

Vegetable Marrow
A.U Gratin, 77

Soup, 4
Watercress

Omelet, 74
Potato and Watercress

Salad, 98

Sauce, 14
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CANE STTGAE and HEALTH.
Insist on your Grocer supplying you with

GLEBE
PURE UK REFIIEO SUSII S EOLDEI SVRUP.

TRUTH says :-" We find Glebe Pure Cane Sugar superior
to any we have ever used."

WOMAN says :

"
Glebe Cane Sugar is economical, since,
on account of its purity, a little will go
a very long way."

LADY'S PICTORIAL says:-" Glebe Pure Cane Sugars and

Syrups should be in every household."

lii case of any difficulty, write to GLEBE SUGAR REFINING CO.,

St. George's House, Eastcbeap, London.

BREAKFAST AND SUPPER DISHES.
By C. H. SENN,

Inspecting Chef at the National Training School of Cookery.

Cloth, Price Is., post free, Is. 2d.
Some of the Numerous Recipes ar :

FISH 25 Recipes. EGGS, OMELETS. Ac. 18 Recipei.
MEAT, Ac. 43 Recipes. FARINACEOUS AND CHEESE
VEGETABLES, SALADS, Ac. DISHES 40 Recipes.
23 Recipes. MISCELLANEOUS 26 Recipes.

DAINTY DISHES FOR SLENDER INCOMES.
Edited by

"
ISOBEL," of Home Notes.

Cloth, Price Is., post free, Is. 2d.
Some of the Numerous Recipes are :

VEGETABLES 21 Recipes.
SWEETS 89 Recipes.
SAVOURIES 25 Recipes.
ABTIZAN COOKERY-36 Recipes.
CAKES 46 Recipes.

SOUPS-24 Recipes.
GARNISHES 15 Recipes.
PISH 31 Recipes.
SAUCES-37 Recipes.
ENTREES-61 Recipes.
REMOVES-11 Recipes. FOOD CALENDAR, Ac.

At aU Booksellers, Railway Bookstalls, or post fret for J*. 2d. frovi

C. AKTHUR PEARSON LTD., 17, HENRIETTA STREET,
LONDON, W.C.
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"No Better Food."
Or. ANDREW WILSON, F.R.S.E., Ac.

PURE CONCENTRATED

i

"I have never tasted Cocoa that I like

SO well."- Sir CH RON, C.B., M,R,
Ex-President of the R< liege of Surgeons, Ireland

rp
- ASK FOR - -

THE "FIVE BOYS" MILK CHOCOLATE.

"
It. is a pleasant and pure Food Confection,

and *umed with advantage and iafety

by young or old." SCIENCE SIFTINGS.


